
ABSTRACT 

BLANCHARD, MARGARET ELIZABETH. A Multi-Scale Spatial Data Integration System 
for Park Management. (Under the direction of Dr. Hugh A. Devine.) 
 

The Investigating Parks for Active Recreation for Kids (I-PARK) project is focused on 

determining relationships among the presence, type, or condition of park attributes and the 

level of physical activity of children observed in the park.  Researchers also hope to 

determine if age, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and gender play a part in differences 

in park use or physical activity.  Toward this goal, I-PARK researchers created five 

independent datasets for 20 parks in Durham, NC.  These datasets included surveys of parks 

for typical features, two types of observations of child play activities, interview data, and 

park service area characteristics.  As originally collected, these datasets predominantly 

represented tabular data with an underlying spatial reference to park zones.  

 

This project tested the ability to use a Geographic Information System (GIS) to create a data 

integration model to allow simultaneous query of these complex, independent, spatial 

datasets.  Linkages between datasets allowed for cross-dataset queries, editing, and 

visualization using geography as the integration method.  The data integration system was 

evaluated by investigating two data integration research questions: 1) “Is the presence or 

features of play equipment potentially related to use of a park?” and 2) “Do local crime 

statistics potentially affect park users’ feelings about park safety?”.  These questions were 

successfully negotiated for the one park for which complete data was available.  The 

transportability of the system was tested by importing data from a second park in the I-PARK 



 

study into the model and performing one of the queries.  Again, the query functions were 

successful and confirmed that the model structure was valid with the inclusion of new 

datasets.  This process also tested the time investment needed to further populate the data 

model.  It was determined that additional park data can be added to the model in under 1 

hour, this is significantly less when compared to the 2 or 3 days required to establish the 

original data model. 

 

Lastly, this project developed an electronic behavioral mapping data collection system.  This 

system was designed to increase the efficiency of the current manual mapping technique, 

while minimizing errors from digitizing points or data transcription.  The method was tested 

with a group of graduate students collecting data in one park using both collection systems.  

The new system decreased data collection time by approximately 20-30 seconds per 

observation; reduced data collection error; reduced data preparation time by eliminating the 

need to digitize points; and eliminated error introduced in the transcription process. 
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1.0 Introduction and Background 

 

1.1 Data Management 

Many disciplines, such as public health, physical sciences, social sciences, and others, are 

seeing an increase in the amount of data collected for research projects (Szalay and Gray 

2006).  The increase in data volume can be seen as a result of the increased cross disciplinary 

nature of research, new or improved data collection techniques, and/or decreased scale 

limitations (Szalay and Gray 2006; Zhizhin et al. 2007).  As a result, research projects may 

collect multiple datasets that contain different data types at different scales, thus increasing 

the data complexity of the project.  Without some integrating system that allows cross-dataset 

analysis, it is unlikely that researchers will fully utilize the collected data.  A data 

management system lends itself to robust data analysis and decision support by providing an 

environment that links datasets together on common elements.  A Decision Support System 

(DSS) provides this integration by linking the datasets via common data elements. 

 

1.1.1 Decision Support Systems 

A comprehensive Decision Support System (DSS) provides an environment in which data 

can be presented to the end-user in an organized, meaningful, and presentable format (Rizzoli 

and Young, 1997).  Providing more comprehensive information to the end-user lends itself to 

performing better analysis, developing better knowledge, and making better decisions 

(Stewart et al. 2000).  Additionally, an environment in which different data types and sources 

can be integrated and analyzed together may provide cost and time savings to the project and 

resource managers. Researchers can make informed decisions regarding research objectives 
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using a DSS that integrates multiple data sources and allows for cross-data queries.  Use of a 

Geographic Information System (GIS) as a DSS is a solution that allows these types of 

analyses by using geography as the linking mechanism (Rao et al. 2007).  A GIS also 

provides a method of visualization that often engenders the development of additional 

research questions. As researchers are able to symbolize changes in data values using a 

spatial environment as the backbone for the study, they may be able to identify new areas of 

needed research or additional research questions previously not identified.  Thus, the use of a 

GIS as a DSS provides the basis for improved decision making processes and allows for the 

development of data models that can be used to replicate a data structure as projects grow or 

are transported to other applications. 

 

1.1.2 Data Models 

Data collection often occurs in multiple phases via different methods and results in multiple 

independent and related databases existing as separate data sources.  To provide a 

comprehensive DSS, these data sources must be fully understood and the relationships 

between them must be modeled correctly in an organized manner (Lam et al. 1994).   

 

Linkages between databases increase the interoperability of the system.  Interoperability is 

the cooperation among information systems to provide services, index resources, and execute 

functions across the system without the users’ implicit knowledge of the underlying 

semantics of the system (Bishr 1998).  Backend interoperability allows end-users to view, 

edit, and query across datasets without programming the explicit connections and thus, 
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results in more robust and complex queries. A GIS provides an environment in which data 

models can be used to promote interoperability with the use of geographic relationships to 

link independent data sources via their geography.   

 

1.1.3 Use of a GIS 

A GIS is most commonly associated with the ability to visualize spatial data.  However, a 

GIS is actually a sophisticated tool that allows for the query and analysis of non-spatial data 

as well as display of spatial information.  Relationships between non-spatial (tabular) and 

spatial data allow a user to view, edit, and query both data types within the GIS environment.  

That is, tabular data can be visualized in a spatial setting with symbolization used to identify 

variations in the tabular data.  GIS provides an excellent visual tool for decision-makers, 

however, interacting with a GIS can be cumbersome for those without much GIS experience.  

The learning curve can be steep and the system may not be intuitive (Hare et al. 2003; Koch 

and Denike 2001).  This experience grows more difficult as the data complexity issues 

increase. That is, as multiple datasets of varying scales and data types are combined, the 

complexity of the data increases.  Increased data complexity requires the use of a properly 

developed model to develop a reasonably easy to use solution for the end-user. 

 

This project explored the use of GIS to integrate the multiple complex datasets needed to 

study the potential impact of parks and their relationship to the physical activity of children.  

This study was designed to examine the role that neighborhood parks may play in reducing 

obesity in children. 
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1.2 Increased Childhood Obesity 

Public concern regarding childhood obesity has steadily increased as the proportion of people 

who are overweight and obese has increased in all sex, age, race, and education subgroups 

for the past several decades (Mokdad et al. 1999; Committee on Prevention of Obesity in 

Children and Youth 2005). Being overweight and obese are linked to the development of a 

number of chronic diseases, including hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes mellitus, and 

osteoarthritis (Flegal et al. 1998). Studies have found that regular physical activity decreases 

the incidence of these chronic diseases, as well as colon cancer, depression, and anxiety 

while achieving decreased weight (USDHHS 1996).  Research has also confirmed that obese 

children had a significantly lower daily activity level (Trost et al. 2001).  Therefore, the 

relationship between physical activity levels and obesity needs investigation and in particular 

the environments that can promote physical activity.  

 

Past approaches to increasing physical activity, such as counseling, health classes and 

physical education classes, lunch monitoring programs, and others have proven ineffective in 

reducing obesity (Gard and Wright 2005).  So a new approach is being tested to encourage 

physical activity by modifying local landscapes to enhance community access to trails and 

parks (Bedimo-Rung et al. 2005). By offering more options for safe park-based recreation, 

communities can potentially promote increased physical activity and reduce childhood 

obesity at little additional cost (Committee on Progress in Preventing Childhood Obesity 

2006). Researchers are exploring ways to increase park use by studying park features, 
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physical activity performed within parks, and the public impression of parks (Bedimo-Rung 

et al. 2005). 

 

1.3 Investigating Parks for Active Recreation for Kids (I-PARK) Project Overview 

In an effort to examine the relationship between local neighborhood park features, such as 

the type of play equipment, fields, or facilities and the level of physical activity by children, 

researchers at NC State University formed the Investigating Parks for Active Recreation for 

Kids (I-PARK) project.  This project, which studied 20 parks in Durham, NC, was funded by 

the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, Active Living Research program.   

 

The I-PARK project intended to establish relationships between the presence, type, or 

condition of park attributes with the level of physical activity of children observed in the 

park.  Researchers also examined whether age, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and 

gender contributed to differences in park use or level of physical activity. Additionally, the I-

PARK project examined park service areas based geographic features such as local highways 

and roads, crime data, and other census information.  In this effort, the I-PARK team 

gathered five datasets across the 20 parks via different methods.  These datasets represented 

park feature data, zone-based activity observation data, zone-based interview data, park 

service area data, and point-based activity data.   

 

1.3.1 Park Environmental Audit Data 

The park feature dataset was collected using the Environmental Assessment for Public 

Recreation Spaces (EAPRS) Direct Observation Tool.  This tool was designed to help 
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researchers systematically inventory public areas for features and associated attributes 

(Saelens et al. 2006).  In the I-PARK study, collected features included the presence of play 

sets, swings, playing fields, etc, as well as condition of the features.  Examples included the 

presence of play set material (plastic, metal, etc.), trail ground cover (paved, gravel, etc.), 

restroom proximity, water fountain condition, etc.  This data was collected by trained teams 

of two using field inspections.  The data were collected on PCs and stored in Microsoft 

Access™ (Microsoft 2007a) forms.  The forms were created based on the EAPRS Direct 

Observation Tool. 

 

1.3.2. System for Observing Play and Recreation in Communities (SOPARC) 

Observation Data 

Zones were created to facilitate the collection of the SOPARC data to make SOPARC 

observation data collection more management.  Multiple park zones were delineated for each 

park, based on potential activity or play areas.  For example, an open play field was 

designated as one zone, and an area with a play structure was identified as a separate zone.   

 

The SOPARC observation procedure was used in this study for assessing physical activity in 

parks (McKenzie and Cohen 2006).  It provided a validated method to assess activity level, 

activity type, gender, estimated age, and ethnic group of park users based on visual scans of 

park zones.  The data were collected by trained teams of two who performed visual scans of 

the zones and recorded observed child activity levels and associated attributes.  The dataset 

was collected using paper forms and then were entered into Microsoft Excel™ (Microsoft 

2007b) spreadsheets.   
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1.3.3 Interview Data 

Interviews were conducted to document information regarding park activities, frequency of 

visits, mode of transportation to the park, impressions and opinions regarding the park, and 

other data.  The interviews were conducted with park users based on convenience sampling 

by the team members who were collecting SOPARC observation data. This dataset was 

collected using paper forms and then were data entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.   

 

1.3.4 Park Service Area Data 

Park neighborhood characteristics may play an important role in how potential park users 

view or use a park.  For example, the presence of a major highway between an area of houses 

very close to a park, may prevent residents of those homes from using the park.  The standard 

practice for determine a park service area is to identify a quarter mile circumference around 

the park boundary.  For this project, the park service area was edited based on specific 

attributes of the neighborhood (e.g., highways) to determine an alternate representation of the 

service area of the parks.  These edited areas were developed using urban land form (street 

center-line, the city/county parcel, the building footprint, and the building permit data), 

crime, and census data that was collected from Durham County and the US Census Bureau.  

The data was then processed based on the Twin Cities Walking Study (Forsyth et al. 2007).  

For each park, the urban land form measurements of net residential density, street 

connectivity, average block size, percentage of retail use, and lot coverage, as well as the 

community crime data and the socio-demographic data were calculated for the service area.   
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The result was an ESRI shapefile for each of the 20 parks that contained urban land form, 

crime, and census data in the attribute table for the alternate park service area.  

 

1.3.5 Behavioral Mapping Data 

Behavioral mapping is another observation method used in this study to assess behavior of 

individuals in a specific location (Sommer and Sommer 2002).  Observations were conducted 

based on individual point locations within a specified area of the park.  For this project, the 

behavioral mapping dataset was collected at three of the twenty parks by trained teams of 

two individuals.  The team members used a paper map to identify point location and a 

handheld device to record specific attributes about the observed children.  For example, if a 

child was observed to be using a swing, the observers recorded the point location of the child 

on the paper map and attributes about the child (activity level, gender, estimated age group, 

interactivity with other children or adults) using the handheld device.   

 

1.4 Utilization of Geographic Information Science (GIS) 

The project objectives for I-PARK required cross-cutting data analysis.  For example, 

researchers would like to determine if the presence of play sets has an influence on physical 

activity level.  This analysis requires the query of the park environmental audit data and the 

SOPARC observation data.   

 

The five datasets resided in separate data structures and lacked interconnectivity.  This 

structure made viewing, querying, manipulating, and analyzing the data difficult and 

inefficient.  Therefore, a linking mechanism was required for the complete value of I-PARK 
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data to be realized.  A GIS represented an opportunity to link these various data sources 

together using geography as the linking mechanism. The park environmental audit data, 

SOPARC observation data, and interview data all represented tabular data that could be 

linked to a zoned area within each park.  The park service area data and behavioral mapping 

data represented spatial data that had a geographic representation built into the data 

collection process.  However, these datasets were not specifically linked to zones as 

originally collected.   

 

1.4.1 Software Product 

The ESRI ArcGIS® (ESRI 2007b) product package was selected for the development of the 

GIS management tool to make this linkage.  The choice was made primarily because of the 

product’s presence at NC State University and many other universities and agencies.  The 

ArcGIS product package was also chosen because it contains a rich spatial data structure, the 

personal geodatabase.  This structure is based on Microsoft Access and was readily 

compatible with each of the existing I-PARK data structures.  

 

1.5 Project Objectives and Research Questions 

The overall objective of this research was to design and test a GIS data structure to support 

research queries that required interconnection of the I-PARK datasets.  To perform analyses 

across the datasets, we developed a generalized data model in ESRI ArcGIS that created 

relationships between and within the five data types and provided a means for the end-user to 

view and query the data.  The underlying data model was organized on spatial elements (park 

and zone areas) and the non-spatial data were linked via the GIS to the associated park or 
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zone.  For example, collected park environmental audit data (e.g., presence of bathrooms) 

was linked to the park zone and displayed in a GIS for visualization by the end-user.  

 

The ESRI® geodatabase architecture was utilized to integrate and interconnect the spatial and 

non-spatial databases and provide interoperability.  For example, the non-spatial data 

regarding play structure attributes was linked to the zone (spatial data) in which the play 

structure was present.   

 

An additional goal of this work was to develop and test a field collection tool that allowed 

point-based behavioral mapping of children at play utilizing ArcPad® on a handheld device.  

This streamlined technique allowed for the user to select the point location on a map in 

ArcPad, record specific observation attributes for each point, store the observation data in a 

.dbf file associated with the point, and transport the data to ArcMap™.   
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2.0 Literature Review 

2.1 Study of Neighborhood Parks and Park Use 

Recreation-related park research has focused on multiple variables that influence park use 

(e.g., safety concerns, neighborhood design, service area, etc.) and the level of physical 

activity exhibited in parks.  With the increase in obesity in the US, especially childhood 

obesity, researchers are trying to determine methods by which parks can influence the 

activity level of children using the parks.  Additionally, data is being collected to determine 

environmental attributes that may act as deterrents to park use by neighborhood residents. 

Researchers are also using data to determine better ways to service the community with 

opportunities for physical activity as general means for increasing overall health and 

decreasing childhood obesity.  For example, time spent outdoors has been shown to be a 

strong predictor of children’s physical activity (Baranowski et al. 1993; Burdette et al. 2004; 

Klesges et al. 1990; Sallis et al. 1993). Furthermore, research consistently shows associations 

between physical activity and access to parks and recreation areas (Sallis et al. 2000; Sallis 

and Glanz, 2006). 

 

2.1.1 Childhood Obesity 

Increasing rates of adult and childhood obesity have been studied and documented by the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).  Between 1963 and 2004, CDC found 

that obesity rates increased from 4 to 19% for children ages 6 to 11 years and from 5 to 17% 

for children ages 12 to 19 years (Committee on Progress in Preventing Childhood Obesity 

2006; CDC 2005; Ogden et al. 2002, 2006).  Additionally, between 1971 and 2004, the CDC 
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observed that obesity rates increased from 5 to 14% for children ages 2 to 5 years 

(Committee on Progress in Preventing Childhood Obesity 2006; Ogden et al. 2006).  In 2006, 

Ogden et al. documented that 33.6% of US children were obese (17.1%) or at risk for 

becoming obese (16.5%) (Ogden et al. 2006).  In 2004, Sondik projected that, at current 

rates, 20% of US children and youth will be obese as adults (Committee on Progress in 

Preventing Childhood Obesity 2006). Additional researchers confirmed that a child that is 

classified as overweight or obese has an increased chance of remaining overweight or obese 

in adulthood (Frank et al. 2003, Freedman et al. 2001). 

 

2.1.1.1 Health Disparities in Populations 

Health disparities between different ethnic/racial groups, as well as between different socio-

economic groups, have been well documented (Flegel et al. 1998; Sobal and Stunkard 1989).  

Some researchers have focused on the social risks (e.g., poverty, low parent education level, 

etc.) that play a role in the decreased quality of the health of children (Larson et al. 2008; 

Lavizzo-Mourey et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2006).  Many of these researchers have documented 

that race/ethnic and socioeconomic status come together to result in elevated obesity and 

disease risk for specific racial/ethnic minority populations (Williams et al. 1997).  

Adolescents in poor households are overweight or obese twice as often as those from middle- 

and high-income households. This is distinctly true among African American and Mexican 

American women (Committee on Progress in Preventing Childhood Obesity 2006).  Other 

research has focused on the disparity of access to opportunities for physical activity, and 

thus, decreased quality of health, based on different ethnic/racial groups and socio-economic 

groups (Bryan and Walsh 2004; Day 2006).   
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2.1.2 Role of Physical Activity in Curbing Childhood Obesity 

As a result of this dramatic increase in obesity in children, multiple government campaigns 

have been launched to increase public awareness regarding eating healthy and increasing 

physical activity (Gorton 2000). For example, the US Department of Health and Human 

Services (USDHHS) Healthy People 2010 program has 30 goals that include increasing “the 

proportion of adolescents who engage in moderate physical activity for at least 30 minutes on 

5 or more of the previous 7 days”; increasing “the proportion of persons aged 2 years and 

older who consume at least two daily servings of fruit”; and reducing “the proportion of 

children and adolescents who are overweight or obese” to 5% by 2010 (USDHHS 2001). 

However, studies have found that few education campaigns have the intended large impact 

that is desired.   

 

In an effort to identify causes of obesity, researchers have found that physical inactivity is a 

significant contributing factor in developing childhood obesity (Trost et al. 2001, Weinsier et 

al. 1998).  Additionally, researchers found that time spent outdoors has a strong correlation to 

physical activity (Klesges et al. 1990; Burdette et al. 2004).  Therefore, time spent outdoors 

in open spaces, such as parks, should be encouraged as a method to decrease obesity in 

children.  

 

2.1.3 Outdoor Activity 

It is through a need for a multi-armed effort that researchers are studying physical 

environment attributes as a way to explain a lack of physical activity.  In 1999, the CDC 
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found two major obstacles to physical activity by children: 1) physical distances to school or 

other destinations and 2) traffic dangers (Frank et al. 2003, CDC 2002).  Decreased activity 

by adults and children has led researches to study neighborhood design and its impact on 

physical activity.  Studies have shown that adolescent access to recreational facilities and 

physical activity opportunities are significantly related to physical activity (Mota et al. 2005; 

Humpel et al. 2002).  Additionally, observational studies of preschool children found the 

children to be much more active when playing outdoors as opposed to indoors (Sallis et al. 

1993, 1998; Baranowski et al. 1993; Klesges et al. 1990). Their activity levels were strongly 

associated with the number of play spaces near their homes and the amount of time spent in 

those spaces (Sallis et al. 1993, 1998; Blommaert 1981).  Through these findings, 

modifications to the location community, such as adding walking/biking trails and improving 

parks, are being made.  The goal is to increase physical activity by making it easier to access 

(Bedimo-Rung et al. 2005). Communities should offer more recreation options in a safe 

environment and promote increased physical activity within parks or using physical activity 

as a form of travel to/from parks (Committee on Progress in Preventing Childhood Obesity, 

2006).  For these reasons, local authorities must make well-informed decisions regarding 

placement or improvement of parks or recreation opportunities. 

 

2.1.4 Ecological Approach to Health Promotion 

As previously described, policy is being altered to change the focus from one limited set of 

proposed solutions to the obesity epidemic to identifying a range of individual and societal 

factors that can be targeted for intervention.  Researchers believe that changes in 

interpersonal, organizational, community, and public policy factors will result in positive 
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change at the interpersonal level (McLeroy et al. 1988).  This ecological approach allows for 

greater opportunities for research and the collection of a large amount of independent data.  

The datasets, in many cases, may have increased value when linked together and queried 

simultaneously, rather than queried independently of each other. 

 

2.1.5 Investigating Parks for Active Recreation for Kids (I-PARK) Overview 

The I-PARK project gathered multiple datasets to study the relationship between local 

neighborhood park features and the level of physical activity by children.  Researchers also 

looked to determine if age, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and gender play a part in 

differences in park use or physical activity. Additionally, the I-PARK project developed 

alternate park service areas based on urban land form, crime, and census data to determine a 

better representation of neighborhood park users.  To achieve these goals, the project 

required the collection of five independent datasets that were gathered using the methods 

detailed below. 

 

2.2 Data Collection Methods 

2.2.1 Environmental Assessment of Public Recreation Spaces (EAPRS) Data 

The environmental audit data was collected using the Environmental Assessment of Public 

Recreation Spaces (EAPRS) Direct Observation Tool.  The validated instrument is designed 

to gather a comprehensive assessment of a physical environment through observation rounds 

(Saelens et al. 2006).  Researchers developed the instrument via an initial observation test at 

playgrounds in Cleveland, Ohio, modifications based on observer comments and low inter-

rater reliability ratings, and a second observation test at playgrounds in Cincinnati, Ohio 
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(Saelens et al. 2006). The instrument includes a validation process that is designed to the 

check the inter-reliability between teamed observers.  For the I-PARK project, the EAPRS 

instrument gathered data regarding Durham neighborhood park attributes and qualities of the 

attributes.  Examples of gathered attributes include the presence of trails, presence of play 

equipment, presence of bathrooms, etc.  The instrument also gathered the condition of the 

park attributes.  

 

2.2.2 System for Observing Play and Recreation in Communities (SOPARC) 

Observation Data 

The System for Observing Play and Recreation in Communities (SOPARC) tool is a 

validated direct observation tool designed to gather the physical activity level and 

characteristics of park users (McKenzie and Cohen 2006).  SOPARC is one of many 

observation instruments but it specifically designed for observation in non-home or non-

school areas (McKenzie 2000).  The tool is defined by its coded categories and protocols for 

data collection that provide a rich dataset.  The tool has been used in multiple studies to 

observe physical activity of adults and children (McKenzie et al. 2005, 2006).  For the I-

PARK project, the SOPARC tool provided a validated method to assess activity level, 

activity type, gender, estimated age, and ethnic group of children based on visual scans of 

park zones.   

 

2.2.3 Interview Data 

Researchers have used the combination of direct observation (e.g., SOPARC) and personal 

interviews in park use studies.  In previous studies, these interviews were conducted to 
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determine public perceptions of the park or reasons for park use (Cohen et al. 2007).  For the 

I-PARK project, interviews were conducted to document responses to numerous questions 

regarding the park and the general area, such as frequency of visits, mode of transportation to 

the park, impressions and opinions regarding the park, feelings about park safety, and other 

data.   

 

2.2.4 Park Service Area Data 

Research has examined the relationship between neighborhood design and physical activity 

(Atkinson et al. 2005), as well as the impact of neighborhood characteristics and 

demographics on individuals walking to work (Frank 2000).  Additionally, researchers have 

investigated the relationship between perceived neighborhood safety with respect to crime 

(Romero et al. 2001), physical barriers (Timperio et al. 2004), and environmental health 

concerns (Goodway and Smith 2005).  As a result, I-PARK researchers determined that 

alternate representations of the park service area (rather than the typical quarter mile service 

area) were necessary for determining a better representation of park user population. The 

urban land form, crime, and census datasets were gathered from Durham County and the US 

Census Bureau.  The data was then processed using the Twin Cities Walking Study as the 

model (Forsyth et al. 2007).  . 

 

2.2.5 Behavioral Mapping Data 

Behavioral mapping is another systematic observation method used to document observed 

behavior in a specific environment.  Behavioral mapping has been used by researchers to 

understand how consumers move within stores (Nickerson 1983; Larson et al. 2005), 
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individual with disabilities move around a classroom (Charlop et al. 1983), how visitors 

interact with information presented in a museum (Choi 1999), or how ambient scent impacts 

social interaction (Zemke and Shoemaker 2007).  

 

Unlike SOPARC, behavioral mapping is collected based on points that represent the location 

of individuals.  For the I-PARK project, behavioral mapping observations were collected for 

a subsection of three parks in the study where maps of point locations of children at play 

were created.  Observers also recorded activity level, gender, estimated age group, and 

interactivity with other children or adults using a handheld device.  

 

2.2.6 Data Complexity 

Large data collection projects often result in multiple independent datasets.  These datasets 

can often be found in different data structures and be difficult to analyze.  As a result, the 

value in the data is within the effective management of the data (Arvanitis et al. 2000).  To 

do so, provides an environment in which multiple datasets with a complex data structure can 

be utilized for better decision making through visualization and cross-query analysis. 

 

2.3 Decision Support Systems 

Project and resource managers often find themselves making decisions based on limited data 

or by independently reviewing separate data sources.  The development of a comprehensive 

Decision Support System (DSS) provides an environment in which data can be presented to 

the end-user in an organized, integrated, and presentable format (Rizzoli and Young 1997).  

Providing more comprehensive information to the end-user lends itself to performing better 
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analysis, developing better knowledge, and making better decisions (Stewart et al. 2000).  

Additionally, an environment in which different data types and sources can be integrated and 

analyzed together may provide cost and time savings to the project and resource managers. 

Cities can make informed decisions regarding park improvements and modifications using a 

DSS that integrates multiple data sources and allows for cross-data queries.  Use of a 

Geographic Information System (GIS) as a DSS is a solution that allows these types of 

analyses (Stewart et al. 2000).  A GIS also provides a method of visualization that may be 

necessary to promote improved park policy to individuals in other groups or agencies. 

 

2.3.1 Data Management and Data Models 

Complex data structures that represent multiple independent dataset require good data 

management to fully realize the value of the data. However, to provide the proper 

management solution, system requirements, functionality, and data relationships must be 

defined early in the conceptualization process (Bugg et al. 2002).  Even with a clear concept, 

the development process is an iterative process that requires multiple versions to ensure 

compliance with project goals (Bugg et al. 2002).  Further benefits can be obtained from a 

data management solution via the development of a standard data model.  The use of a data 

model provides the flexibility to make a defined solution transportable to other projections or 

applications (Rizzoli and Young 1997).   

 

2.3.2 Use of a GIS 

Use of a GIS provides a unique solution to the need for an effective data management by 

allowing relationships to be established between tabular and spatial data based on geography 
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of a study site.  Through these relationships, tabular data can be visualized and used to easily 

and cleanly convey data to decision makers. Visualization creates a strong impact and 

provides an opportunity for both technical and non-technical audiences to gain an 

understanding of a concept (Swain 2001). Through this opportunity, parks or other 

management entities can use a GIS to query and visualize their resources to garner support 

for decisions or to investigate further inquires. 

 

2.3.3 Park Management 

Multitudes of GIS-based resource management systems are in use in various disciplines.  The 

application of these systems may be small localized issues such as linking urban park use 

with local pond water quality decisions (Stoianov et al. 2000) or for Canadian Goose 

population control decisions (Hebou et al. 2004).  Or the application may tackle large cross-

boundary issues such as ecosystem management for all US federal forests (Rauscher 1999).   

 

On the other hand, GIS can be used at a national scale.  The US National Park System (NPS) 

utilizes GIS in the Inventory & Monitoring program to “collect, organize, and make available 

natural resource data and to contribute to the Service’s institutional knowledge by facilitating 

the transformation of data into information through analysis, synthesis, and modeling” (NPS 

2006).  In addition, the NPS uses GIS to identify priority areas for fire treatment management 

and evaluate progress towards local ecological goals (Keifer et al. 2000; Caprio et al. 1997).  

Canadian decision makers utilized a GIS to connect topological, hydrological, forest 

inventory, and road network data to resolve wildlife and forestry conflicts (Brown et al. 

1994).   
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The use of GIS in the recreation research aimed at park use and physical activity is fairly 

limited.  However, researchers have utilized a GIS to visualize neighborhood characteristics, 

census data, and physical activity level for the Trial of Activity for Adolescent Girls 

(Ashwood and Overton 2003).  Researchers working with the Twin Cities Walking Study 

also utilized a GIS to generate urban form measurements based on existing transportation, 

crime, and census data (Forsyth et al. 2006).  The I-PARK project takes the research a step 

further by combining five collected datasets and developing a DSS that provides both a 

strong querying and visualization environment.   
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3.0 Objective 

 

The purpose of this research was to develop a data integration system that allows the 

simultaneous query of complex, independent, spatial datasets.  These datasets (five) represent 

surveys of parks for typical features, two types of observations of child play activities, 

interview data, and park service area characteristics.   

 

The objective of this project was to develop a system that allows cross-data investigation 

relationships between park attributes and park use.  Two questions were framed for 

investigation within this project: 1) “Is the presence or features of play equipment potentially 

related to use of a park?” and 2) “Do local crime statistics potentially affect park users’ 

feelings about park safety?”.  The ability to test such questions constituted the check of the 

data system viability.  The transportability of the system was validated by importing data 

from a second park into the model and performing the same queries.   

 

This project also had an additional objective to create a fully electronic behavioral mapping 

data collection system.  This electronic system was designed to mimic the current manual 

mapping technique, while minimizing errors from digitizing points or data collection, and 

decreasing data collection and data preparation time.  To determine if this objective was met, 

the electronic method was tested on a small group of students collecting data in one park 

using both collection systems.
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4.0 Method: Data Collection and Organization 

 

4.1 Overview 

This chapter will provide an overview of the five datasets utilized in this study and a review 

of the study area.  The data collection techniques, original data storage method, and 

preprocessing techniques are also described.  The next chapter will discuss the development 

of the ESRI geodatabase data model and the model validation process. 

 

4.2 Investigating Park for Active Recreation for Kids (I-PARK) Project Data Overview 

For this project, twenty-one parks were originally selected for data collection in 2007 in 

Durham, NC.  One park was dropped early in the data collection process due to safety 

concerns, therefore, data for 20 parks (Figure 1) were collected.  The information collected 

included park features data (environmental audit dataset), zone-based observation data 

(SOPARC dataset), and park service area data.  In addition, a convenience sample of 

interview data was performed at 13 parks.  A lack of individuals present in seven of the parks 

reduced the sample set to 13 from 20.  A second observation dataset that collected point 

locations of children (behavioral mapping dataset) was collected at three parks.  The three 

parks were selected based on the high amount of usage observed during the SOPARC 

observation data collection process.  All five datasets were collected and stored in 

independent data structures.  The five datasets and the collection methods are detailed in the 

following sections and briefly summarized in Table 1. 
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Figure 1.  Map of the Twenty I-PARK Study Areas 
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Table 1.  Description of I-PARK Datasets 

Dataset Type and 
Format 

Observation 
Geography 

Number of 
Parks for 

Data 
Collection  

Original 
Collection 
Method 

Purpose 

Park 
Environmental 
Audit Data  
 
Tabular 

Park Zone 
(Polygon) 

20 Collected on 
Tablet PCs in 20 
parks and 
originally stored in 
multiple MS 
Access databases. 

Documents 
characteristics/features of 
each park zone such as 
the presence of 
bathrooms, play areas, 
play equipment, paved 
roads, etc. 

SOPARC 
Observation Data 
 
Tabular 

Park Zone 
(Polygon) 

20 Collected on paper 
forms and later 
keyed into multiple 
MS Excel 
worksheets. 

Documents park use and 
characteristics (e.g., 
accessibility, usability, 
etc.), as well as activity 
type and level, gender, 
ethnicity, and age of park 
users (i.e., children) 
based on scans of park 
zones. 

Interview Data 
 
Tabular 

Park Zone 13 Collected on paper 
forms and later 
keyed into one MS 
Excel worksheet. 

Documents park user 
information such as 
preferred activity types, 
modes of transportation 
to the park, impressions 
of the park, and more 
based on park zones.    

Park Service Area 
Data 
 
Spatial 

Park (Polygon) 20 Data obtained from 
US Census Bureau 
and the City of 
Durham (crime, 
parcel, 
transportation). 

Determines park service 
area based on urban land 
form measurements, 
census data, and crime 
statistics. 

Behavioral 
Mapping Data 
 
Spatial 

Point (of 
observed child) 

3 Points placed on 
paper maps and 
attributes collected 
via handheld 
device. Points later 
digitized. 
 
A case study was 
conducted within 
the scope of this 
project to collect 
points and 
attributes via an 
ArcPad Data 
Collection Tool. 

Documents observed 
characteristics and 
activity level of children 
based on point location of 
observed children. 
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4.2.1 Creation of Park Zones 

Prior to data collection, it was determined that zoned areas within parks would be necessary 

for manageable and meaningful data collection.  Parks represent various sized areas defined 

by different types of play structures or activity functions (e.g., a play structure area is in a 

different location than a soccer field).  Therefore, depending on the size of the park, each 

park was subdivided into a number of zones based on defined areas of activities.  Each zone 

was given a unique number for that park.  Observations collected at the zone level were 

coded with the appropriate zone.  However, because some park characteristics are not valid at 

the zone level (e.g., presence of park entrance), each park was also given a general zone 

(zone 888) for general park attributes.  Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the zones designated for data 

collection at Forest Hills Park.   

 

Within this data model, the zones are the linking element that is used to create relationships 

between datasets.  These relationships will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.3.1.  

Each of the datasets will now be described in detail. 
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Figure 2.  Example of SOPARC Observation Zones as Designated at Forest Hills Park 
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Figure 3.  Aerial Photography of Forest Hills Park with Park Zones Identified 
 

4.3 Environmental Audit Dataset 

4.3.1 Data Collection Method 

The Environmental Audit dataset was collected using the Environmental Assessment of 

Public Recreation Spaces (EAPRS) Tool (Saelens et al. 2006).  EAPRS is a comprehensive 

inventorying tool that provides researchers with a method to catalog the elements and 

characteristics of public recreation spaces through observation.  This tool also provides a 

method to test the reliability of the observers through paired observations (Saelens et al. 

2006).  

 

The environmental audit dataset was collected at 20 parks and recorded the presence of 

common park features (e.g., play sets, playing fields, etc.) and their attributes by park zones.  
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Data collection was performed using two teams of two observers in September and August 

2007.  Each park was visited at least once by one of the teams and primary and secondary 

observers were reversed at least once in each park to perform reliability rounds to test the 

consistency of observations.   

 

4.3.2 Data Organization and Storage 

Data was collected by multiple teams of two using multiple tablet PCs.  These observers 

visited multiple parks (sometimes on the same day) over multiple weeks.  The data was 

collected using Microsoft Access forms and stored in 15 data tables, depending on the data 

type (e.g., trails data was stored in the A_Trails table).  To promote consistency, checkboxes 

or dropdown boxes were provided whenever possible and the data was stored in a systematic 

database structure.  The data elements provided in the dropdown boxes were defined in 12 

lookup tables (e.g., LUT_Facility) within the database structure.  The 27 tables included in 

each database are detailed in Table 2.  Within each database, observation data were stored in 

15 of the 27 tables in (e.g., trails attribute information were collected in the A_Trails table).  

A detailed description of the Microsoft Access tables, field values, and sample screen shots 

of data entry forms can be found in Appendix 1.   
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Table 2.  Park Environmental Audit Database Table Descriptions 
Database Table Name Purpose 
A_Trails Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 

the A_Trails form.  Information recorded includes: width, paved, 
flatness, shade, proximity of bathrooms, etc. Key field: 
ObservationUnit. 

C_GeneralAreas Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the C_GeneralAreas form.  Information recorded includes: open space 
cleanliness, open space condition, proximity of roadway, etc. Key 
field: ObservationUnit. 

D_WaterAreas Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the D_WaterAreas form.  Information recorded includes: the presence 
and number of pools, presence of bathrooms, presence of showers, 
condition of water area, etc. Key field: ObservationUnit. 

E_Eating_Drinking Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the E_Eating_Drinking form.  Information recorded includes: presence 
of picnic area, cleanliness of picnic area, presence of water fountains, 
type of ground surface, etc. Key field: ObservationUnit. 

F_Facilities Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the F_Facilities form.  Information recorded includes: presence of 
bathrooms, bathroom cleanliness, presence of shelters, etc. Key field: 
ObservationUnit. 

H_SittingFeatures Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the H_SittingFeatures form.  Information recorded includes: presence 
of benches, presence of tables, proximity of parking, etc. Key field: 
ObservationUnit. 

I_Landscaping Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the I_Landscaping form.  Information recorded includes: presence of 
flowers or shrubs, presence of natural area, condition of shrubs, etc. 
Key field: ObservationUnit. 

J_GeneralAesthetics Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the J_GeneralAesthetics form.  Information recorded includes: 
character of park area, general park condition, general park 
cleanliness, etc. Key field: ObservationUnit. 

K_AccessRelatedFeatures Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the K_AccessRelatedFeatures form.  Information recorded includes: 
proximity of parking, presence of bike racks, type of parking lot 
surface, etc. Key field: ObservationUnit. 

L_DirectiveFeatures Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the L_DirectiveFeatures form.  Information recorded includes: 
presence of signs, maps, information, etc. Key field: ObservationUnit. 

LUT_Category Lookup Table for park facility type as used in the Observation_Record 
form. 

LUT_Device Lookup Table for Device ID (tablet PC ID) as used in the 
Observation_Record form. 

LUT_Facility Lookup Table for Park Facility Type as used in the 
Observation_Record form.  Duplicate of LUT_Category. 

LUT_NATE Lookup Table for specifying a category of cleanliness as used in 
multiple forms. 

LUT_NOAL Lookup Table for an unknown category.  This table was unused by any 
of the forms, tables, or queries. 
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Table 2 (continued). 
 

Database Table Name Purpose 
LUT_Observ Lookup Table for Observer Code and Name as used in the 

Observation_Record and Q_ParkInformation forms. 
LUT_ParkName Lookup Table for Park Name and ID (or Code) as used in the 

Observation_Record and Q_ParkInformation forms. 
LUT_PER Lookup Table for specifying percentages as used in multiple forms. 
LUT_PEX Lookup Table for specifying a category of condition as used in 

multiple forms. 
LUT_PROX Lookup Table for specifying proximity as used in multiple forms. 
Material Lookup Table for bench and trails materials as used in the A_Trails 

and  
N_PlaySetFeatures Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 

the N_PlaySetFeatures form.  Information recorded includes: presence 
and types of play sets, types of ground cover associated with the play 
sets, play set materials, etc.  Key field: ObservationUnit. 

O_OtherPlayComponents Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the O_OtherPlayComponents form.  Information recorded includes: 
presence of other types of play components, play component materials, 
types of ground cover associated with the play components, etc.  Key 
field: ObservationUnit. 

Observation_Record Recorded information regarding the observation as entered into the 
Observation_Record form.  Information recorded includes: observer 
name, device ID, start time, etc.  Key field: ObservationUnit. 

P_AthleticFieldsAndOtherAreas Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the P_AthleticFieldsAndOtherAreas form.  Information recorded 
includes: presence and types of play fields, condition of courts and 
fields, proximity of courts and fields, etc. Key field: ObservationUnit. 

PEX_Scaling A Lookup Table used to specify condition scaling as used in the 
LUT_PEX table. 

Q_ParkInformation Recorded information regarding observed park trails as entered into 
the Q_ParkInformation form.  Information recorded includes: presence 
of community center, entrance sign, storage, greenway trail, etc. Key 
field: ParkID (also known as ParkCode). 

 

4.3.3 Data Preparation 

Data was collected by multiple teams of two using multiple tablet PCs.  These observers 

visited multiple parks (sometimes on the same day) over multiple weeks.  The data was 

collected using Microsoft Access forms and stored in multiple data tables, depending on the 

data type (e.g., trails data was stored in the A_Trails table).  As a result of this data storage 

structure, the data was provided to the author in the form of 15 separate databases (that each 

contained 27 tables).  The data was prepared for inclusion in a data model by joining the data 
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contained in the Observation_Record table with the data recorded in tables A, C, D, E, F, H, 

I, J, K, L, N, O, and P (as described in Table 2), based on the “ObservationUnit” field.  This 

was achieved through a series of MakeQuery and AppendQuery functions in Microsoft 

Access.  These queries joined the data fields found in the Observation_Record table with the 

data elements found in each of the other tables.  The data found in table Q was not collected 

based on the ObservationUnit field. Therefore, using the same MakeQuery and 

AppendQuery functions, table Q data were joined with the Observation_Record data based 

on ParkID field.  These processes resulted in 14 new tables within the 15 databases (210 

tables in total).   

 

To ensure the ability to query, the 15 databases needed to be consolidated into one database.  

In this effort, an empty shell database was created with 14 tables (A, C, D, E, F, H, I, J, K, L, 

N, O, P, and Q).  Another set of MakeQuery and AppendQuery functions were used to merge 

the 15 databases together in the new database.  In other words, all 15 copies of the A_Trails 

data were joined together in one table in a new database.  The same was done with 

C_General data, and so on.  This process resulted in one new database with 14 tables that 

represented the data previously recorded and merged with the Observation_Record data.  The 

fields contained in the 14 tables are described in detail in Appendix 1.  

 

4.3.3.1 Creating a Linking Field 

It was determined that a unique field was needed across all data sources to provide a linking 

field between the data sources.  Park code values were converted from one or two digit 

numeric values to a two character string value with a leading zero (e.g., Park 1 became Park 
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01, etc.).  Park zone values were also converted from numeric values to a three character 

string value with leading zeros (e.g., zone 1 became zone 001, etc.).  A derived ParkZoneID 

field was created by concatenating the updated park code with the zone field into the new 

field value. This resulted in a unique field for each park and park zone combination across all 

the data sources.  As an example, Forest Hills Park (ParkCode value of 15) has 11 park zones 

so Forest hills Park has 11 unique ParkZoneID values (e.g., Forest Hills zone 2 is represented 

as a ParkZoneID of 15002.  

 

4.3.4 Example Data 

Table 3 provides an abbreviated example of the data after the Observation_Record data was 

joined with the data contained in table A (A_Trails).  This table illustrates that there is a 

concrete paved trail in park 9, zone 1.   

 

Table 3.  Environmental Audit Data Example 

 

 

4.4 SOPARC Observation Data 

4.4.1 Data Collection Method 

SOPARC is a validated method used to assess activity level, activity type, gender, estimated 

age, and ethnic group of park users based on visual scans of park zones (McKenzie and 

Cohen 2006).  This dataset was collected for 20 of the parks over eight weeks in May 

through July 2007.  Data collection was performed using two teams of two observers.  Each 
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park was visited at least seven times by teams of two observers on various week and 

weekend days during the hours of 9:30 am and 6:30 pm. During park visits, the primary and 

secondary observers were reversed at least once in each park to perform reliability rounds.   

 

4.4.2 Data Organization and Storage 

The SOPARC observation data were collected as coded values recorded on paper forms and 

then transcribed into Microsoft Excel (e.g., a flat data model).  The observation form and a 

description of the 45 fields can be found in Appendix 2.  The author received this data in the 

form of one Microsoft Excel workbook with worksheets for each of the eight observation 

weeks. 

 

4.4.3 Data Preparation 

When reviewing the Excel table, unexpected values were encountered (e.g., “1*” was found 

in a numeric-only field).  All instances of questionable data were compiled and a series of 

questions were posed to researchers.  Through this process, values were corrected and the 

complete dataset was scrubbed of any invalid values.   

 

A Microsoft Access database was created by importing the data from these Excel files into 

eight database tables (Week1, Week2, Week3, Week4, Week5, Week6, Week7, and Week8).  

This was achieved using the “Get External Data” and “Import” function in Microsoft Access.  

This was required because Microsoft Excel data cannot be linked to a Microsoft Access 

database and then subsequently linked to an ESRI geodatabase. The data transfer was 

verified by counting the number of transferred records and comparing it with the original 
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dataset.  The data was also verified by selecting random fields of data and comparing them to 

the original data source.  No errors were found.  Additionally, as discussed in Section 4.3.3.1, 

a ParkZoneID field was added to the data structure.  

 

4.4.4 Example Data 

Table 4 provides an abbreviated example of SOPARC data that illustrates that on 5/26/07, 1 

Male Adult was observed in park 10, zone 5.  

 

Table 4.  SOPARC Observation Example Data 

 

 

4.5 Interview Data 

4.5.1 Data Collection Method 

During the SOPARC data collection process, interviews were conducted via convenience 

sampling of adults present in the park zones.  As a result of the lack of adults in some parks, 

interview data were collected for only 13 of the parks over eight weeks in May through July 

2007.  The interviews were conducted to gather general information about park use, user 

impressions, frequency of visits, forms of transportation to the park, ages of children, etc.  

The interview form and a description of the 99 fields can be found in Appendix 3. 

 

4.5.2 Data Organization and Storage 

As interviews were conducted, responses were recorded on paper interview forms.  The 

coded values were later transcribed into a Microsoft Excel worksheet.  
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4.5.3 Data Preparation 

The data was provided to the author in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The 

dataset was converted to a Microsoft Access database with one table by directly importing 

the data from Excel.  Again, as discussed in Section 4.3.3.1, a ParkZoneID field was added to 

the data structure.  

 

4.5.4 Example Data 

Table 5 provides an abbreviated example of the Interview data that shows three interviews 

were performed in park 2 on May 26, 2007.  Adults were observed supervising, eating and 

playing, reading books, and watching children. 

 

Table 5.  Interview Data Example 

 

 

4.6 Park Service Area Data 

4.6.1 Data Collection Method 

Researchers gathered urban land form, crime, and census data in an effort to develop a 

representation of the park service area for each park.  The process for creating a park service 

area based on these factors was based on the Twin Cities Walking Study (Forsyth et al. 

2007).  
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The street center-line, the city/county parcel, the building footprint, and the building permit 

data were obtained from Durham County.  Additionally, the crime data for 2003, 2004, and 

2005 were obtained from Durham County.  The 2000 census block groups and census blocks 

associated with the general park service area were gathered from the US Census Bureau 

(USCB 2008).   

 

To identify the service area, a quarter mile buffer was established around each park 

boundary.  A series of decisions modeled after those used in the Twin Cities Walking Study 

(Forsyth et al. 2007) were then made to determine if specific land parcels within the buffer 

were to be included in the park service area.  For example, parcels on the boundary of the 

service area that were facing the network line were included in the service area; parcels that 

faced away were excluded.  Parcels that were blocked by a physical barrier, such as a rail 

road, highway, fence, or stream, were excluded from the service area.  Large parcels at the 

periphery of the park service area were included or excluded based on land use (e.g., a 

commercial lot was excluded but a school was included) or size (e.g., small parcels were 

completely included but only 200 feet of land facing the network line for large parcels were 

included in the service area). Figure 4 illustrates the presence of the parcels surrounding 

Forest Hills Park that were included in the park service area. The red circled area illustrates 

an area where parcels were not included the park service area as a result of the parcel 

decision process. 
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Figure 4.  Forest Hills Park Service Area with Included Parcels 
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The datasets were gathered in a Geographic Information System (GIS) and processed to 

develop a park service area for each park that is based on the location of highways, major 

roads, park entrances, crime, and other local attributes (Oh and Jeong 2007).  Figure 5 

provides an example of how the Forest Hills Park service area relates to the park area 

boundary.  In this effort, parcel, transportation, building footprint, and census data were used 

to determine specific attributes of the park service area.  Examples include total area in 

residential use, net residential density, area of residential use, street connectivity, etc.  It is 

important to note that the area of each park was erased from the service area before 

calculating attributes that might be sensitive to a large area of unused land (e.g., total area of 

residential use or percentage of retail use).  Figure 6 illustrates a park service area with the 

park land erased from the service area.   

 

Durham crime data was used to determine the number of crime incidents associated with the 

park service area.  Examples include the number of aggravated assaults, burglaries, 

controlled substance crimes, etc.  Census data was used to identify counts or percentages for 

socio-demographic data associated with the park service areas.  Example attributes include 

total population, total count of whites, total count of African/American, calculated racial 

heterogeneity measure, total owner occupied housing units, etc.  Appendix 4 describes the 43 

fields associated with each park service area in more detail.   
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Figure 5.  I-PARK Developed Forest Hills Park Service Area with Park Area Shown 
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Figure 6.  I-PARK Developed Forest Hills Park Service Area 
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4.6.2 Data Organization and Storage 

The Park Service Area data was obtained in the form of one shapefile for each park.  Each 

shapefile contained the previously mentioned attributes.   

 

4.6.3 Data Preparation 

The existing Park Name field was modified to ensure that the park names were consistent 

between all data sources. For example, “Forest Hills” was changed to “Forest Hills Park” to 

ensure that linkages to other data based on park name would be functional.  The Park Code 

field was not native to the park service area shapefile but if available, it could be used as the 

linking field.  In this study, the Park Name field was used because the park service area 

dataset was not finalized and did not contain the Park Code field.  

 

4.6.4 Example Data 

Figure 7 provides an abbreviated view of the attribute table associated with the service area 

shown in Figure 6.  This example shows that the total population in the Forest Hill park 

service area is estimated to be 1209, the total white population is estimated to be 712, and the 

total African American population is estimated to be 457. 

 

 

Figure 7.  Forest Hills Park Service Area Attribute Table 
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4.7 Behavioral Mapping Data 

4.7.1 Data Collection Method 

Behavioral mapping is an observation tool designed to assess behavior of individuals within 

a study area (Sommer and Sommer 2002).  Observations were performed for this study based 

on visual scans of a play set or play area.  The observation method required a paper map and 

a handheld Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) for data collection.  A pair of observers 

selecting a starting point on the edge of the study area and circled the area in opposite 

directions, as illustrated in Figure 8.  For each child observed, the observers marked a 

numbered point on a paper map based on AutoCAD® 2004 drawings (AutoDesk 2007).  

Attributes such as gender, age category, physical activity level, adult interaction, and child 

interaction for each observed child were recorded with a handheld PDA in the form of a 

database file (.dbf).  As children moved within the study area, an observer may have recorded 

them a second time as they completed their scan of the play area. 

 

Figure 8.  Diagram of Behavioral Mapping Circular Movement around Study Area (C. Montgomery 
2007) 
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Data was gathered by two teams of two individuals at three of the “high use” parks (Duke 

Park, Forest Hills Park, and Trinity Park) in October and November 2007.  Each park was 

visited five times.  Figure 9 shows the location of these parks.   

 

Figure 9.  Map of Three Parks Selected for I-PARK Behavioral Mapping Data Collection 
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4.7.2 Data Organization and Storage 

After data collection, a staff member in the College of Design digitized the over 4000 points 

recorded on the paper maps.  The digitization was performed in AutoCAD and joined with 

the attributes recorded in the associated .dbf files. 

 

4.7.3 Data Preparation 

The author received this data in CAD format and converted it into shapefiles for use in a GIS. 

Although unnecessary, the resulting shapefile was edited to remove CAD-associated fields 

such as LyrLock, LyrOn, LyrHandle, RefName, and others.  This step has no effect on the 

end-Model and the fields may be left in for future iterations of the model but was performed 

to keep the database small. 

 

Each shapefile was edited within ArcMap to include three additional fields “ParkName”, 

“ParkCode” and “ParkZoneID”.  All three fields were added using the “Add Field” function 

while viewing the attribute table in ArcMap.  The final 18 fields for shapefiles are described 

in detail in Appendix 5 – Part 1. 

 

4.7.4 Example Data 

Figure 10 provides an abbreviated view of a behavioral mapping attribute table.  This 

example shows that 5 young boys and 1 young girl were observed in park 15, zone 2.  All but 

one boy were observed on the swing.   
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Figure 10.  Behavioral Mapping Example Data 
 

4.7.5 Behavioral Mapping Reference Data 

Two additional behavioral mapping files used in the model.  These files, provided in CAD 

format by the College of Design, represent the Forest Hills Park feature lines and the Forest 

Hills Park feature polygons.  The datasets were used as a reference layer for the behavioral 

mapping electronic data collection, as discussed in Section 6.0.   

 

The received CAD files were converted to shapefiles using AutoCAD.  The resulting 

shapefiles were edited as discussed in Section 4.7.3 using a Microsoft Access batch copy 

process because of the large number of records that needed to be edited (1437 in the park 

feature line data and 319 in the park feature polygon data).  The final datasets are described 

in detail in Appendix 6. 

 

4.8 Spatial Zones Data 

As discussed and illustrated in Section 4.2.1, the zone number is critical to linking the varied 

datasets to each other.  For this model, a spatial representation of the park zones was used to 

link the geography to the tabular data.  In effect, the spatial zones dataset completes this 

model and allows the data to be queried. 
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Zone maps were created by the College of Design in the form of AutoCAD polylines.  The 

polylines were converted to polygon features using AutoCAD’s Join and Close functions.  

For Forest Hills Park, zones 1 through 10 were captured in AutoCAD as a group of polygons 

and exported to a new AutoCAD file (FH_All_Zones).  A spatial representation of the Forest 

Hills Zone 888 (general park zone) was created by performing a Select by Attribute on a 

general Parks dataset and exporting the park’s polygon to a layer.  Figure 11 displays the 

process and the selected park in the blue highlighted area. 

 

 

Figure 11.  Select and Export of Forest Hills Park Based on Select by Attribute 
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It was determined that the individual zones should reside in a separate dataset from Zone 

888.  This was done so that a user could select an individual zone within ArcMap without 

always being forced to select both an individual zone and the general park zone. For 

example, if these zones were collected in the same dataset, a user would be unable to select 

Zone 10 without always also selecting Zone 888 (because it encompasses Zone 10). 

Therefore, Zone888 was separated from the rest of the zones in its own feature class to 

correctly represent the zone distinction seen in Figure 2.  

 

The resulting shapefiles were edited as discussed in Section 4.7.3.  The final datasets are 

described in detail in Appendix 7. 

 

4.9 Summary 

The sources and types of I-PARK data are varied.  Three of the datasets are tabular data and 

two are spatial.  This makes viewing, querying, manipulating, and analyzing the data difficult 

and inefficient, if not impossible.   

 

Spatial data can be easily displayed and queried in a GIS.  For example, the behavioral 

mapping data includes point locations of observed children.  These points can be displayed in 

a GIS and the attributes of each point (estimated age, activity level, etc.) are associated with 

it in an attribute table.  Any of the associated attributes can be queried using tools or 

processes provided in a GIS.   
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The tabular datasets (e.g., environmental audit data, SOPARC observations, and interview 

data) do not have an immediate spatial reference built into their dataset.  However, the data 

were collected based on park zones.  Therefore, the spatial representation of the park zones 

can be linked to the tabular data using the park zone number.  Once linked, the tabular data 

can be queried, manipulated, analyzed, or even edited in a GIS.   

 

Based on this relationship, it was determined that a GIS would provide the most efficient 

means of developing linkages between the multiple datasets, and to provide a visual, element 

to the data structure that can be queried.  Section 5.0 will discuss the development of the GIS 

data model. 
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5.0 Method: Developing a Personal Geodatabase to Create a Data Model 

and Model Validation 

 

5.1 Overview 

This chapter will provide an overview of the features of the ESRI Personal Geodatabase, a 

detailed discussion of the data model created for this study, and the tools designed for 

advanced query of the data.   

 

5.2 Data Model Requirements 

The objective of this project was to develop a system that allowed cross-dataset investigation 

of relationships between park attributes and park use.  The required system will need to allow 

both visual inspections and tabular queries.  Additionally, the system must accommodate data 

from multiple parks and allow for the transportation of the data model.  These requirements 

demand persistent relationships between tabular datasets and spatial data, as well as access to 

the data in a GIS environment.  

 

As previously discussed, the tabular datasets found in this project (e.g., environmental audit 

data, SOPARC observations, and interview data) were not specifically spatial data, however, 

they were collected based on park zone, a data element that could easily be represented in 

terms of geography.  The ESRI Personal Geodatabase provides an environment that allows 

the required persistent relationships between datasets and at a scale appropriate for this 
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project.  Additionally, the personal geodatabase has an intrinsic connection with Microsoft 

Access, the database used in some of the datasets in this study.   

 

5.3 Geodatabase Overview 

Geodatabases are organized based on levels within a structure, much like folders and 

subfolders in a standard computer data model.  The geodatabase acts as a base container for 

all data with other divisions as subsets.  The geodatabase for this project, 

IPARK_ForestHills, contains feature datasets, feature classes, tables, and relationship classes.  

Figure 1 provides a diagram to illustrate the geodatabase structure with feature datasets, 

feature classes, tables, and relationship classes.   

 

 

Figure 1.  Geodatabase Structure 
 

Relationship classes are used to link spatial and tabular datasets to each other to allow for 

tabular data to be viewed or queried using a GIS.  However, a relationship cannot be 

successfully created between datasets if one of the datasets resides as a shapefile outside of 

the geodatabase structure. Therefore, all spatial data associated with this project are 

contained within the geodatabase and all tabular data reside in the geodatabase via a virtual 
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link with the original Microsoft Access database.  The difference between importing and 

linking tabular data will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.3. 

 

5.3.1 Feature Dataset 

A feature dataset is a collection of feature classes and is analogous to a folder in a Microsoft 

Windows® environment.  Often, feature datasets are used to organize spatial data of similar 

data types.  For example, the IPARK_ForestHills geodatabase contains a Transportation 

feature dataset that contains all transportation-related data (e.g., Highways and Roads).  In 

this model, highways and roads both are spatial datasets based on polylines.  

 

5.3.2 Feature Class 

A feature class is a file that contains spatial data of the same geometric type (e.g., point, line, 

polygon) and can be a subdivision of a feature dataset.  In this case, the Transportation 

feature dataset contains a Highways feature class and a Roads feature class.   

 

5.3.3 Tables 

Somewhat independent of feature datasets and feature classes are tables.  Tables within a 

geodatabase are simply a collection of information (e.g., Microsoft Access tables) that have 

been imported or linked into the geodatabase.  A geodatabase table is registered with the 

parent geodatabase.  For example, the SOPARC Microsoft Access database tables (e.g., 

Week1, Week2, etc) were registered with the general geodatabase structure, 

IPARK_ForestHills. This process adds a series of geodatabase tables to the Microsoft Access 

database and fields to the database tables.  The added tables are used to maintain indices, 
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rules, symbolization, topological relationships, and other information that ArcGIS requires 

for data maintenance.  Microsoft Access is then used to import or link tables of interest to the 

geodatabase (IPARK_ForestHills).   

 

The difference between linking data and importing data is important because linked 

relationships allow for changes made in either system to be cascaded back into the original 

data source.  Importing data brings a full, independent copy of the data into the geodatabase 

structure.  This means that any edits in ArcGIS will only be reflected in the geodatabase and 

not reflected in the Microsoft Access database.  For this project, a linked relationship was 

chosen.  For example, SOPARCWeek1 table was linked to the geodatabase via a virtual link 

to the original SOPARC database that resides outside the geodatabase structure.  Once the 

tables were linked to the IPARK_ForestHills geodatabase, the linked tables within the 

geodatabase were registered with the geodatabase structure again.  This ensures that 

relationships between spatial data and the tables can be established within the geodatabase 

structure.  This linked relationship also ensures that any changes made within a GIS to the 

SOPARCWeek1 table would also be reflected in the Microsoft Access database that resides 

outside the geodatabase structure.  

 

5.3.4 Relationship Classes 

Instrumental to this project was the use of relationship classes in the geodatabase.  A 

relationship class describes a virtual link between data tables and can be used to link non-

spatial data to spatial data, non-spatial data to non-spatial data, or spatial data to spatial data.  

These links are created based on common attribute or table fields of the same field type (e.g., 
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string, double, long integer, etc.).  This relationship allows a user to interact with the tabular 

data from within ArcGIS.  For example, for this project, a relationship class was used to 

establish a relationship between non-spatial weekly SOPARC data (e.g., Week1 table) and 

spatial Forest Hills Park zones (FH_Zones feature class).  This relationship allowed the user 

to select Forest Hills Park, zone 1 in the GIS environment and any SOPARC Week 1 data 

associated with that zone would be displayed as seen in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2.  Selection of Zone 1 in GIS and SOPARCWeek1 Data Display 
 

Relationship classes are distinct from a Join function as they do not append the associated 

data from the destination object (or table) to the origin object or table.  For example, if the 
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SOPARCWeek1 data is linked to the zones data via a relationship class, a virtual link is 

created between the two datasets.  If a Join is used to link the datasets, then the zones data is 

appended to the records in the SOPARCWeek1 dataset.  Relationship classes are almost 

always preferable because they allow for messaging regarding changes in the parent or child 

dataset, if necessary, and can be used to enforce referential integrity.  In other words, if zone 

10 in the zones dataset were to be deleted, all SOPARCWeek1 records associated with that 

zone would also be deleted. Through relationship classes and messaging settings, the user 

would be warned of this large impact, prior to the change.  

 

5.3.4.1 Common Fields 

To successfully link datasets, common fields with same data types (e.g., string, numeric, etc.) 

are required between two datasets.  For this project, data were presented at the zone level and 

at the park level.  For zone level data (e.g., environmental audit data, SOPARC observation 

data, and interview data), the ParkZoneID field was used to link spatial data with non-spatial 

data.  The behavioral mapping data was collected based on points within a zone and 

therefore, can be spatially joined to a zone relationship and linked to the spatial data on 

ParkZoneID.  This allowed the non-spatial data to be queried, manipulated, and analyzed 

within a GIS.  For park level data (e.g., park service area data), the ParkName field was used 

to create relationships between datasets. The Park Name was used as the linking field for this 

model to illustrate that text fields can be successfully used for relationship classes.  Park 

Code could easily be used for a future expansion of this project. 
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When establishing relationship classes, these common fields are often referred to as “keys” 

within ArcGIS.  A “Primary Key” with respect to relationship classes within ArcGIS is the 

common field in the origin class.  A “Foreign Key” is the same common field in the 

destination class.  These keys must be of the same field type for a relationship to be 

successfully established. 

 

5.3.4.2 Linking Spatial Data to Spatial Data 

ArcGIS allows relationship classes to be created between two spatial datasets, a spatial 

dataset and a non-spatial dataset, or two non-spatial datasets.  An example of a link between 

two spatial datasets within this model is one that links the parks data to the zones data.  The 

parks dataset contains one record for each park and each park has a unique ParkName field.  

The zones data has multiple records for a park but these records have a matching value for 

the ParkName field.  Because both spatial datasets contain the ParkName field, the 

relationship is established based on this field. This relationship allows the user to easily 

query the zones within the park as if the zones data were included in the parks data.  The 

relationship eliminates the need for redundant records in the parks layer by holding the zones 

information in the separated zones dataset. 

 

5.3.4.3 Linking Spatial Data to Non-Spatial Data 

The model also has multiple relationship classes between spatial and non-spatial datasets.  

One example is the relationship between the park zones dataset and the interview data.  Each 

park zone is one record within the park zones dataset and each record has a unique 
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ParkZoneID value.  The Interviews were collected in park zones and the dataset has a record 

for each recorded interview. Because both the spatial data and the non-spatial data contain 

the ParkZone ID field, the relationship is established based on this field.  This relationship 

allows an ArcMap user to see or query the Interview tabular data as if it were appended to the 

spatial data (without the need to append the data). Again, this eliminates the need for 

redundancy within the parent dataset because it exists in the child dataset.   

 

5.3.4.4 Linking Non-Spatial Data to Non-Spatial Data 

Currently, the model does not contain any relationship classes between two non-spatial 

datasets.  All tabular data are linked individually to a spatial dataset (i.e., SOPARC Week 1 is 

linked directly to the zones spatial data; SOPARC Week 2 is linked directly to the zones 

spatial data; etc.).  Links between tabular data are possible in the model, however, it would 

be inefficient because duplicated relationships would need to be established.  For example, 

the interview data could be linked to the SOPARC Week 1 data.  However, without a link to 

the Week 2 data, the end user would need to follow other relationships to find the SOPARC 

Week 2 data, or the data would go unreported.  There are some instances or projects when 

links between tabular data are preferred, however, it would be necessary to evaluate the 

project carefully to ensure this redundancy does not decrease model efficiency. 

 

5.4 Relationship Class Requirements 

5.4.1 Data Types 

In order to establish successful relationship classes, several characteristics concerning the 

origin and destination data (referred to as classes) need to be identified.  The origin class is 
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the primary data to which the secondary data is connected.  In our ongoing example, the 

origin class is the FH_Zones feature class and the destination class is the SOPARC Week1 

data table.   

 

5.4.2 Cardinality 

Additionally, the cardinality of the relationship must be established.  Cardinality identifies 

the range of possible connections that can be exhibited between the datasets.  Relationships 

may have a cardinality of One to One (1:1), One to Many (1:M), and Many to Many (M:N).   

 

A 1:1 relationship means that there is exactly one record in the origin class that matches 

exactly one record in the destination class.  In this model, when a 1:1 relationship was 

established, the spatial data was used as the origin.  For example, the parks dataset (a 

polygon of each park) has only one record for each park.  The same is true for the park 

service area dataset.  Therefore, a 1:1 relationship is established between the two with the 

parks dataset as the “parent” dataset and the park service area data as the “child” dataset.  

Therefore, in this model, the parks dataset is the Origin object and the park service area data 

is the Destination object.  This means that when a park is visually queried by selection, the 

associated records in the park service area dataset will be displayed as a related table.  

 

A 1:M relationship means that there is one record in the origin class that matches many 

records in the destination class.  When a 1:M relationship exists, the dataset with the single 

record must be established as the Origin.  For example, there is only one zone 2 in the zones 

dataset, and there are multiple SOPARC observations recorded there.  So, it could be thought 
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of as the zones dataset is the parent and the SOPARC observations are the child.  Another 

way of thinking of it is to state, “Zone 2 has 12 SOPARC observations”.  In this model, the 

zones dataset is the Origin object and the SOPARC observations dataset is the Destination 

table.  

 

The last relationship, M:N, is when there is one record in the origin class that matches many 

records in the destination class AND one record in the destination class that matches many 

records in the origin class .  There are no M:N relationships within this project but an 

example would be a relationship between parcels and parcel owners.  A parcel may be owned 

by more than one person and owners may own more than one parcel.  This type of 

relationship requires the use an intermediary table with lookup fields to establish all the 

possible combinations of relationships. 

 

For this model, relationships between datasets were created based on either one of the 

common fields, ParkZone ID or ParkName.  

 

5.4.3 Relationship Types 

There are other attributes of relationship classes that must also be established.  One example 

is the determination of a simple or composite relationship.  A simple relationship (peer-to-

peer) is one in which the data in both the origin and the destination classes can exist 

independently.  This means that if data is deleted from one table or feature class, it will not 

delete the object in the complementing table or feature class. A composite relationship can be 

used to link the lifetime of objects in origin and destination classes to each other.  In other 
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words, if an object is deleted in the origin class, it will be automatically deleted from the 

destination class.  One example could be between street lights and street poles.  If a pole is 

removed and deleted from the spatial data, then the light should also be deleted.  A composite 

relationship would link these two entities together and delete the associated record.  This 

option provides a functionality that may be useful with specific types of data.  All 

relationship classes in this project were established as simple relationships as no 

dependencies were present in the data structure. 

 

5.4.4 Forwards and Backwards Labeling 

For each relationship, a forwards and backwards label can be specified.  A forwards label is 

one that specifies the relationship as it is traversed from origin to destination.  A backwards 

label is one that specifies the relationship as it is traversed from destination to origin.  For 

this model, each relationship class had a forwards label of “origin_has_destination” and a 

backwards label of “destination_has_origin”.  An example is the relationship between the 

FH_All_Zones data and SOPARKWeek1 data.  The assigned forward label for this 

relationship is: “FH_All_Zones_has_SOPARKWeek1” and the backwards label is 

“SOPARKWeek1_has_FH_All_Zones”.  

 

If the label shows that the origin has the destination, then it is apparent when the relationship 

is reversed.  This is important when the Identify Tool is used in ArcMap.  Using the Identify 

Tool, a user can “drill down” to see the data retained in linked objects and tables.  However, 

because of the sometimes circular nature of relationships, at some point, the user may 

actually be traversing a relationship in a backwards direction.  This often results in the 
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reporting of extra data.  As an example, a forwards relationship between a zone and trails 

data results in only trails data obtained for that zone.  However, once a backwards 

relationship is encountered, the user may still be looking for data associated with a particular 

zone but will actually be presented with data from all zones.  It is at this point that the 

backwards label is critical to alerting the user to the type of relationship he/she is viewing.   

 

5.5 Creating the I-PARK Geodatabase and Establishing Relationship Classes 

An ESRI Personal Geodatabase is created using ESRI’s ArcCatalog product or by using the 

Create Geodatabase tool within the Data Management Toolbox in ArcMap.  Once the 

geodatabase (IPARK_ForestHills) for this project was created, the datasets were individually 

imported or linked as described below.  
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5.5.1 Environmental Audit Data 

5.5.1.1 Importing Data 

The first data to be imported into the geodatabase were the environmental audit data tables.  

This was done using ArcCatalog to Import a single Table (importing multiple tables 

concurrently is not currently an option in ArcGIS 9.2).  The imported tables, as described in 

Section 4.3.2 and Appendix 1 are displayed within the geodatabase structure in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3.  Environmental Audit Data as Imported into Geodatabase 
 

This dataset required the import of 14 tables into the geodatabase, one for each of the 

Microsoft Access tables in the original database discussed in Section 4.3.  A relationship 

between the tabular data and the spatial data was created based on the ParkZoneID, which 

provided a field that allowed for a 1:M relationship class to be created between the 

FH_All_Zones or the FH_Zone888 spatial data and the 14 imported tables.  That is, in both 

spatial datasets there was only one record for the many matching records in the tabular data. 

Therefore, a relationship was created between each of the 14 tables and the FH_All_Zones 
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layer and again between the FH_Zone888 data and the 14 tables.  This resulted in 28 

relationship classes required to link each table to both spatial layers.   

 

5.5.1.2 Creating Relationships 

Each relationship was created using ArcCatalog by selecting the spatial data (FH_All_Zones 

or FH_Zone888) as the origin object.  The appropriate table was selected at the destination 

object (table).  As discussed in Section 5.4.3, a simple relationship was selected to ensure the 

integrity of the data.  Forwards and Backwards labels were created based on the 

“origin_has_destination” labels discussed in Section 5.4.4.  Figure 4 illustrates the 

environmental audit tabular data, zones spatial data, and associated relationship classes as 

created within the geodatabase structure.  
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Figure 4.  Environmental audit Tabular Data with Relationship Classes to Zones Spatial Data 
 

5.5.2 SOPARC Observation Data 

5.5.2.1 Importing Data 

A similar process was used to import the SOPARC observation data as was described in 

Section 5.5.1.1. The eight weeks of SOPARC observation data resulted in the import of eight 
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tables, one for each week of observations.  The tables, as described in Section 4.4 and 

Appendix 2 are displayed within the geodatabase structure in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5.  SOPARC Observation Data as Imported into the Geodatabase 
 

5.5.2.2 Creating Relationships 

The added ParkZoneID field allowed for a 1:M relationship class to be created between the 

FH_All_Zones or the FH_Zone888 spatial data and the eight imported tables. Each 

relationship was created in the same method as described in Section 5.5.1.2.  Figure 6 

illustrates the SOPARC observation tabular data, zones spatial data, and associated 

relationship classes as created within the geodatabase structure.  
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Figure 6.  SOPARC Observation Tabular Data with Relationship Classes to Zones Spatial Data 
 

5.5.3 Interview Data 

5.5.3.1 Importing Data 

The single Interview data table that contained interview data for all parks was imported using 

ArcCatalog in a method similar to that described in Section 5.5.1.1.  The table, as described 

in Section 4.5 and Appendix 3 is displayed within the geodatabase structure in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7.  Interview Data as Imported into the Geodatabase 
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5.5.3.2 Creating Relationships 

This table also included the added concatenated field of ParkZoneID.  This field allowed for 

a 1:M relationship class to be created between the FH_All_Zones or the FH_Zone888 spatial 

data and the imported table. The relationship class was established as previously discussed in 

Section 5.5.1.2. Figure 8 illustrates the Interview tabular data, zones spatial data, and 

associated relationship classes as created within the geodatabase structure.  

 

 

Figure 8. Interview Tabular Data with Relationship Classes to Zones Spatial Data 
 

5.5.4 Park Service Area Data 

5.5.4.1 Importing Data 

The park service area shapefile for Forest Hills Park (09_Final_DE.shp) was imported 

directly into the geodatabase without placing it into a feature dataset.  The use of a feature 

dataset was deemed unnecessary because only one file was imported into the model.  

Because final review of the park service area files was still ongoing when the data was 

received, only the Forest Hills Park data was imported. The data, as described in Section 4.6 

and Appendix 4 is displayed within the geodatabase structure in Figure 9.   
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Figure 9.  Park Service Area Data Included in Geodatabase 
 

The tabular data for crime, census, and other information are contained within the attribute 

table of the park service area shapefile.  However, supporting datasets, such as transportation 

and general park datasets, were also imported into the geodatabase.  These datasets were 

included to provide a spatial reference for the user.  

 

5.5.4.1.1 Transportation Files 

The location of major roads and highways was important in determining the park service 

area.  Researchers determined that the likelihood of park use decreases when residents of a 

neighborhood must cross a major road to access a local park.  Because of this direct 

relevance on defining the park service area, the highways and roads shapefiles were imported 

into the geodatabase to allow the user to visualize the major roads.   

 

5.5.4.1.1.1 Creating the Feature Dataset 

To achieve this, a “Transportation” feature dataset was created using ArcCatalog.  Based on 

the original data project of the Highways and Roads shapefiles, an NAD 1983 StatePlane 

North Carolina FIPS 3200 (Feet) projection was specified.  The Highways.shp and Roads.shp 

were imported into the feature dataset as feature classes.  This process converted the files 

from the original form of shapefile to a geodatabase-compliant feature class.  Figure 10 

illustrates the resulting populated feature dataset within the geodatabase structure.  
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Figure 10.  Park Service Area Transportation Feature Dataset 
 

5.5.4.1.2 General Park Data 

All parks found in Durham County, NC were found in a parks dataset.  This polygon 

shapefile dataset provided a park spatial location and identified the park boundaries.  

Additionally, this shapefile also recorded general park attributes such as the presence of 

bathrooms, dog parks, baseball fields, greenways, grills, and others.  This data was provided 

at the park level, not the zone level.   

 

An additional general park dataset was the Parks_and_Rec_Facilities point shapefile.  This 

dataset identified the spatial location of the central building or official entrance associated 

with each park.  This file also recorded additional general park-level information regarding 

the presence of walking trails, performance spaces, meeting rooms, pools, and others. 

 

5.5.4.1.2.1 Creating the Feature Dataset 

An “Admin” feature dataset was created in a process similar to that described in Section 

5.5.4.1.1.1.  The Parks.shp and Parks_and_Rec_Facilities.shp files were imported into the 

feature dataset as feature classes.  Figure 11 illustrates the resulting populated feature dataset 

within the geodatabase structure.  
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Figure 11.  Park Service Area Admin Feature Dataset 
 

5.5.4.2 Creating Relationships 

The relationship class was created as previously discussed in Section 5.5.1.2, however, the 

ParkName field was selected to create a 1:1 relationship between the spatial datasets and the 

tabular data.  Figure 12 illustrates the park service area data, parks spatial data, and 

associated relationship class as created within the geodatabase structure. 

 

 

Figure 12.  Park Service Area Data with Relationship Classes to Parks Spatial Data 
 

5.5.5 Behavioral Mapping Data 

The behavioral mapping data represented point-based data that can be associated with a zone.  

For this model, the points were linked to the zones data to allow the user to generate a query 

based on zone level.   
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5.5.5.1 Transforming Data 

The behavioral mapping data were received as AutoCAD files without any spatial reference.  

That is, when importing these files into ArcGIS with aerial photography from the Durham 

area, the files did not spatially align with the data known to have a spatial reference (Section 

6, Figure 2).  As a result, prior to inclusion in the geodatabase, all behavioral mapping data 

collection files (Behav_Map_ControlObs, Behav_Map_Obs_D, and Behav_Map_Obs_K) 

and reference data (FH_Behav_Map_Park_Lines and FH_Behav_Map_Park_Poly) were 

subjected to a custom affine transformation as discussed in Section 6.3.1.   

 

5.5.5.2 Importing Data 

There were several datasets associated with the behavioral mapping data.  A feature dataset 

would be ideal for organizing the data within the geodatabase.  However, a difficulty was 

encountered when attempting to create a feature dataset to hold the behavioral mapping data.  

When a test feature dataset was created and the custom projection was imported from any 

one of the behavioral mapping shapefiles, other shapefiles could not be imported into that 

feature dataset. The error indicated that the second imported file was not of the same spatial 

extent as the feature dataset.  This process was repeated with multiple shapefiles, including 

the FH_Behav_Map_Park_Lines file, which had the greatest physical extent of features.  

This difficulty forced all data provided in AutoCAD format to be maintained at the highest 

level within the geodatabase.  Therefore, the five files associated with the behavioral 

mapping data were imported to the geodatabase without placing them into a feature dataset.  

The imported shapefiles, as described in Section 4.7 and Appendix 5 are displayed within the 

geodatabase structure in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13.  Behavioral Mapping Data as Imported into the Geodatabase Structure 
 

5.5.5.3 Creating Relationships 

The three point shapefiles were manually updated to include a ParkZoneID field that 

identified the zone in which a point was recorded.  The relationship class was established as 

previously discussed in Section 5.5.1.2 using a 1:M relationship between the FH_All_Zones 

spatial data and the behavioral mapping data.  No relationship was created between the 

FH_Zone888 spatial data and the behavioral mapping data because all observations were 

recorded in specific zones.  Figure 14 illustrates the behavioral mapping spatial data, zones 

spatial data, and associated relationship classes as created within the geodatabase structure. 

 

 

Figure 14.  Behavioral Mapping Data with Relationship Classes to Zones Spatial Data 
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5.5.6 Zones Data 

5.5.6.1 Transforming Data 

The Forest Hills Park zones dataset (FH_All_Zones) was converted to a shapefile from an 

AutoCAD file.  The AutoCAD files did not have a spatial reference, and therefore, the 

FH_All_Zones layer was subjected to a custom affine transformation as discussed in Section 

6.3.1.   

 

The FH_Zone888 layer was created by exporting the park’s boundary polygon from the 

parks dataset.  Because the parks dataset had a spatial reference, the FH_Zone888 layer was 

generated automatically with a spatial reference and no transformation was necessary.  The 

two zone datasets (FH_All_Zones and FH_Zone888) were imported to the geodatabase.  The 

resulting features classes, as described in Section 4.8 and Appendix 7 are displayed within 

the geodatabase structure in Figure 15.  Section 4, Figure 2 provides an example of these two 

datasets within Forest Hills Park. 

 

 

Figure 15.  Zones Data as Imported into the Geodatabase Structure 
 

5.6 Final Geodatabase 

All relationships were established and resulted in a final geodatabase structure that is 

displayed in the Entity-Relationship Diagram shown in Appendix 14.  Once established, 

these relationships allow the user to interact with the data in ArcGIS by performing simple or 

visual queries on the data as detailed in Section 7.3.  This meets some of the requirements of 
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the project, however it does not allow the user to perform the more sophisticated, necessary 

queries.   

 

5.7 Modifying the Geodatabase for Advanced Use 

5.7.1 Using Relationship Classes to Join Data 

To facilitate more sophisticated queries, related data layers must be joined based on the 

previously established relationship classes.  A tabular join is the function of appending 

attributes from one table to another table or spatial data based on a common field.  This is 

accomplished in ArcMap by right clicking on a tabular layer and selecting Join.  One join 

option is to create the join based on a previously established relationship class.  When this 

option is selected, only the joins created in ArcCatalog that are relevant to the selected 

tabular layer can be seen.  For example, when the SOPARCWeek1 tabular data is selected, 

the joins allowed based on relationship classes are to the FH_All_Zones dataset and the 

FH_Zone888 dataset (Figure 16).  Joins can be created to keep all data – that is to join the 

data that matches based on the relationship class and retain all data, including unmatched 

records.  Or, another option is to create the joins and then keep only matching joined records. 

The first option was selected for this project because data that may not match the 

FH_All_Zones data may match it in the FH_Zone888 data.  Additionally, data should not be 

at risk for loss when reported.   

 

Joins reflecting all previously established relationship classes were created.  As a result, 49 

separate joins were created in ArcMap.  
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Figure 16.  Join Interface When Using Existing Relationship Classes 
 

5.8 Creating Customized Tools 

One of the primary concerns throughout this project has been the ease with which the 

researchers can query the data.  It is unreasonable to expect a casual GIS user to understand 

and easily locate the multitudes of toolbars and toolboxes included within ArcGIS.  For this 

reason, a customized Toolbox and a customized Toolbar were created and included with the 

data model.  
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5.8.1 IPARK Toolbox 

For the ease of the end user, useful query tools that are available within other ArcGIS 

toolboxes were copied into a newly created IPARK Toolbox.  As seen in Figure 17, the tools 

included in this toolbox are: Make Feature Layer, Make Query Table, Select Layer by 

Attribute, and Select Layer by Location.  Additionally, a customized IPARKModel tool is 

included in the toolbox and will be discussed in Section 5.8.  

 

 

Figure 17.  Customized IPARK Toolbox 
 

5.8.1.1 Make Feature Layer 

The Make Feature Layer is used to make a temporary spatial layer based on a selection 

performed on spatial layer.  For example, this tool could be used on the FH_All_Zones 

dataset with the SQL Statement used above, “[ParkZoneID] = 15002”. Figure 18 shows the 

tool interface with this SQL statement.  Once executed, this tool creates a temporary layer 

and adds it to the map.  Because this layer is temporary, it is deleted after the ArcGIS session 

is ended.  An Export function is necessary to retain the temporary layer for use in further 

sessions.  This process could be used to make a temporary (or permanent) layer that shows 

only a sub-selection of spatial features.  This temporary layer may be helpful in reducing the 

number of features that subsequent processes are querying on.  For example, it may be 

desirable to create a sub-selection of all points captured at one park on one specific day.  
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Alternatively, it may be necessary to capture all points showing vigorous activity.  The Make 

Feature Layer tool would create this subset. 

 

 

Figure 18.  Make Feature Layer Tool Interface 
 

5.8.1.2 Make Query Table 

The Make Query Table tool is used to perform SQL queries on spatial or tabular datasets 

maintained in databases.  This tool can be used to query single tables or spatial datasets and 

tables and spatial datasets linked through relationship classes. Figure 19 shows the tool 

interface and a sample query that identifies the number of times that more than four (4) 

Young Male Sedentary Children were observed in zone 2 (ParkZoneID = 15002) during 

Week 1 of observations.  The formal SQL Statement is established as 

“FH_All_Zones.ParkZoneID = 15002 AND SOPARCWeek1.MYCS > 4”. Once executed, 

this tool creates a temporary layer and adds it to the map. If a spatial dataset was queried, 
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then a spatial feature class is added to the display, otherwise a table is added to the map 

Source tab.  This layer is also temporary and therefore, it is deleted after the ArcGIS session 

is ended.  An Export function is necessary to retain the temporary layer for use in further 

sessions. This tool allows a temporary query of spatial and tabular data that may be useful as 

an intermediary step in a larger query process by reducing the number of features that a 

subsequent query processes.   

 

 

Figure 19.  Make Query Table Tool Interface 
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5.8.1.3 Select Layer by Attribute 

The Select Layer by Attribute tool performs a query on any single tabular or spatial dataset.  

Queries can be specified as: New Selection; Add to Selection; Remove from Selection; 

Subset Selection; Switch Selection; or Clear Selection. These queries provide multiple 

options for investigating datasets.  This tool can use single or consecutive SQL statements to 

query one dataset.  Once executed, this tool highlights the selected the attributes in the 

appropriate table or spatial layer.  Again, this tool provides temporary information that will 

be removed when the ArcGIS session is ended or a new selection on the layer is created.  

Figure 20 shows the tool interface with the example discussed in Section 5.8.1.2, where the 

SQL statement is formed to identify the number of times that more than four (4) Young Male 

Sedentary Children were observed in zone 2 (ParkZoneID = 15002) during Week 1 of 

observations. 

 

 

Figure 20.  Select Layer by Attribute Tool Interface 
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5.8.1.4 Select Layer by Location 

The Select Layer by Location tool is only used to query spatial relationships between spatial 

datasets.  This tool allows the query of spatial relationships between layers such as shared 

boundaries, intersected layers, layers completely contained by another, and more. A spatial 

relationship relevant to the I-PARK project is determining the number of control behavioral 

mapping observations contained within any part of the FH_All_Zones layer.  Figure 21 

provides an example of this query within the tool interface window.  The result of this 

process is that all features that meet the criteria will be highlighted in the input layer.  Again, 

this tool provides temporary information that will be removed when the ArcGIS session is 

ended or a new selection on the layer is created.   

 

 

Figure 21.  Select Layer by Location Tool Interface 
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5.9 Customized I-PARK Model Tool 

To achieve queries across multiple spatial and tabular datasets in an efficient and easy manor, 

a customized model was created using ArcGIS Model Builder and included in the IPARK 

Toolbox.  This model runs simultaneous, consecutive queries on two independent input 

layers (spatial or tabular), exports these layers to separate files that are added to the display, 

joins these two layers based on a specified key field, and then creates a final joined output 

layer and adds it to the display.  This process is seen in the Model Builder model in Figure 

22.  Because the input layers, the expressions, the output locations and names, and key field 

were designated as parameters, the user is prompted for this information in the tool interface.  

The interface for this model can be seen in Figure 23.  
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Figure 22.  Customized I-PARK Model Tool as Seen in Model Builder 
 
Note: “P” indicates a parameter that requires user input. Colors are not associated with this model because of the use of 
parameters throughout the model.   
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The example seen in this interface queries the Environmental audit dataset’s ATrails data 

table for ParkZoneIDs greater than 15002 with a Second Observer named “Jason Bocarro”.  

The second independent query is performed on the SOPARKWeek1 data and is looking for 

ParkZoneIDs greater than 15002 with more than four (4) Male Young Sedentary Children 

observed.  The output of these two queries is joined based on the ParkZoneID field.  Because 

the ATrails and SOPARCWeek1 data were previously joined with the FH_Zone_All spatial 

data, the queries make use of this existing relationship. 

 

 

Figure 23.  Customized I-PARK Model Tool Interface 
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5.10 Customized I-PARK Toolbar 

With the user in mind, a customized toolbar was created that provides some of the same 

functionality as those tools found in the customized IPARK Toolbox.  This toolbar can be 

free-floating in the ArcMap environment, or it may be docked with other toolbars.  Figure 24 

shows the toolbar and the three buttons included on it.   

 

 

Figure 24.  Customized I-PARK Toolbar 
 

The toolbar buttons were created using macros that call the appropriate functions in the 

IPARK Toolbox.  The VBA code used to accomplish this was modified from code available 

at the ESRI Support Center ArcScripts Website (ESRI 2007a).  The code for the tools can be 

found in Appendix 10.   
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6.0 Method: Creating a Customized ArcPad Data Collection Application 

 

6.1 Behavioral Mapping Process 

Behavioral mapping is an observation tool to assess behavior of individuals within a study 

area (Sommer and Sommer 2002).  Observations are performed based on visual scans of a 

play set or play area.  The traditional method of data collection requires using a paper map 

and a handheld Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) for data collection.  The process begins by a 

pair of observers selecting a starting point on the edge of the study area and circling the area 

in opposite directions, as illustrated in Figure 1.  For each child observed, the observers mark 

a numbered point on a paper map and records specific data attributes with a handheld PDA.  

For this study, observers recorded gender, age category, physical activity level, adult 

interaction, and child interaction for each observed child.  As children move and play within 

the study area, an observer may record them again.  

 

Figure 1.  Diagram of Behavioral Mapping Circular Movement Around Study Area (C. Montgomery 
2007) 
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6.2 Purpose of Electronic Data Collection 

This project developed and tested a fully electronic observation collection system for 

behavioral mapping using a PDA equipped with ArcPad (an ESRI computer-based mapping 

software program).  The goal was to mimic the traditional data collection method by 

providing an interface that looked similar to the paper maps and PDA forms used in that 

method.  Prior to data collection, the base layer of data needed to be established.  This layer 

provides the background map on which the users designate points using the ArcPad 

application.  To ensure comparability with the traditional method, the AutoCAD files used to 

create the paper maps were employed.  

 

6.3 Creating Base Maps for Data Collection 

The College of Design provided electronic drawings for the three parks (Trinity Park, Forest 

Hills Park, and Duke Park) in the behavioral mapping study.  These drawings were 

developed in AutoCAD using aerial photography as a background image.  Points, lines, and 

polygons of features were then digitized.  When subsequent park visits revealed additional 

features such as new play equipment or features that could not be seen on the aerial imagery, 

these features were added to the AutoCAD drawing.  The feature location was not recorded 

with GPS or measured with respect to location or size.  Therefore, the resulting maps and the 

features within them had no spatial reference.  Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between 

the AutoCAD drawings and other base georeferenced vector and raster files.   
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Figure 2.  Spatial Adjustment Relationship: Image on Left Is AutoCAD Drawings; Image on Right Is 
Georeferenced Durham County Data. 
 
 
6.3.1 Creating a Spatial Reference for Base Map Data 

Upon receipt of the AutoCAD files, options for georeferencing the files to the aerial imagery 

were explored.  A custom affine transformation was created for Forest Hills Park using 

ArcMap’s Spatial Adjustment Tool.  Figure 3 shows the 17 links used to transform the data.  

In a traditional geometric registration process, the residual error decreases as additional links 

are created.  However, because features were added to the AutoCAD file without respect to 

scale or specific location, the residual error shows an increase when new features were 

linked.  Figure 3 illustrates the error increase for each new linked feature.  Links 7-10 

represent the four corners of the tennis court at Forest Hills Park; links 11-14 represent the 

four corners of the pool; links 15-18 represent the pavilion; and links 19-23 represent the 
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corners of the main building. It can be seen that the residual error increases with each new 

feature and takes a significant jump from 1.253 to 16.296 for the main building. 

 

Figure 3.  Spatial Adjustment Link Points for Forest Hills Park 
 

Figure 4 illustrates the transformation link arrows as created by ArcMap using the links 

shown in Figure 3.  Figure 5 illustrates the final transformation of the Forest Hills Park 

AutoCAD-based polygons and polylines based on the aerial photography.  The linking 

features were the tennis courts (indicated by “1”), the pool (indicated by “2”), the pavilion 

(indicated by “3”), and the main building (indicated by “4”).  Based on this transformation, it 

can be seen that some features are located in incorrect locations or are scaled incorrectly.  

The location differences of the footbridge are noted in Figure 5.  As discussed, because some 

park features were added to the drawing without reference to scale or specific location, some 

features exhibit a large error in location. Because the vector data is consistent with the maps 

used in the traditional data collection method, these georeferenced layers were used 

throughout this project.   
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Figure 4.  Spatial Adjustment Link Arrows 
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Figure 5. Transformation Result for Forest Hills Park: 1 = Tennis Court, 2 = Pool, 3 = Pavilion, 4 = Main 
Building with Bridge Location Differences Noted 
 

6.4 Initial Application/Tool Development Process 

Once the base map data was collected, a data collection application was created in ArcPad 

Studio 7.0.1 for use with ArcPad 7.0.1.  A preliminary version was developed between 

10/1/07 and 10/5/07 based on requirements provided by the College of Design’s Natural 

Learning Initiative (NLI) group.  The following fields were initially provided as required for 

each observation record. 

 Observation Number (iterating number) 

 Date Stamp 

 Time Stamp 

 Gender: (Male, Female) – dropdown menu 
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 Age: (Young, Middle, Older) – dropdown menu 

 Adult Interaction - check box 

 Child Interaction - check box 

 Activity Level: (Sedentary, Moderate, Vigorous) – dropdown menu 

 

The application was developed using ArcPad Application Builder 7.0.1 and contained two 

distinct development efforts.  The first effort addressed the Data Collection Application, the 

general ArcPad interface that the user would see.  The standard ArcPad tools included in the 

Data Collection Application toolbar were the File Open Tool, the Zoom Tool, and the Point 

Selection Tool.  A secondary effort developed an Observation Collection Tool, a customized 

tool used for attribute collection (specific to this project). This tool is symbolized by the 

pencil icon on the toolbar.  Both the Data Collection Application and the Observation 

Collection Tool are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6.  Initial Data Collection Application and Observation Collection Tool 
 

6.4.1 Initial Application and Tool Use 

The primary function of the application was to record point locations and associated 

attributes.  Once the Data Collection Application was open, the user would begin the process 

by selecting the Observation Collection Tool (the pencil icon) and then placing the stylus 

down on the PDA screen to designate the location of the observed child.  This action 

prompted ArcPad to generate the Observation Collection Tool form, as seen in Figure 6, to 

record specific attributes.  This function was performed through the adaptation of Visual 

Basic Application (VBA) code provided by the ESRI ArcScript Sample Template (Tree 

Inventory Mobile Application) (ESRI 2004) and can be seen in Appendix 8. 
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ArcPad recorded points to a New_Observ.shp file and the associated data was recorded in the 

attribute table of the New_Observ.dbf file. The tool recorded an observation number, a date 

stamp, a time stamp, gender by dropdown menu, age by dropdown menu, activity level by 

dropdown menu, child interaction by checkbox, and adult interaction by checkbox for each 

point identified on the map.  

 

6.4.2 Initial Development Recommendations 

The first version of the developed application was presented to an NLI staff member on 

10/5/07 using both a Dell Axim x50v PDA and a General Dynamics IX325 ruggedized 

laptop.  This provided the staff member with the option of two different data collection 

platforms.  Initial comments received on 10/5/07 were: 

 A Panning Tool is needed for better data collection. 

 Vector data is preferable because of ArcPad refresh times.  The staff member indicated 

that the data collection method requires minimal time between recording points.  

 A Zoom-Out Tool is needed. 

 The Pencil Tool needs to stay activated until the user selects another tool.  This allows for 

faster data collection. 

 An Identify Tool is needed to identify points just created. 

 The Dell Axim handhelds are preferable to the General Dynamics IX325 ruggedized 

laptop because of hardware size. 
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6.5 Application/Tool Development Modification Process 

The recommendations received on 10/5/07 were incorporated as changes to the application 

and tool.  On 10/6/07, the application was tested in parallel with a College of Design data 

collection team using the traditional collection method at Forest Hills Park in Durham, NC.  

It was found that the ability to start a fresh recording round by making all previously 

recorded points invisible and the collection of a round number was needed.  Modifications 

were made to accommodate these needs.   

 

Figure 7 displays the modified Data Collection Application and the Observation Collection 

Tool. The features of the Data Collection Application include a File Open Tool, a Data Layer 

Selection Tool, a Pan Tool, a Previous Extent Tool, a Zoom to Full Extent Tool, a Zoom-In 

Tool, a Point Selection Tool, a Properties Tool, a Delete Tool, and the developed 

Observation Collection Tool.  The Observation Collection Tool was updated to include non-

editable date and time stamps, a round number, and a display option checkbox.   

 

In addition, a Hide Points Tool (red crossed pencil icon) was adapted from an ESRI Sample 

Applet - Multiple Selection Applet for ArcPad (6.0) Point Layer (ESRI 2006).  This applet 

makes recorded points invisible when selected by drawing a rectangle around them.  This 

effectively allows for a “clean slate” when beginning a new observation round without 

requiring the user to start a new recording session. Appendix 9 displays the VBA Basic code 

that was adapted to create the Hide Points Applet.   
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Figure 7.  Data Collection Application and Observation Collection Tool with Modifications 
 

6.6 Application/Tool Case Study 

Thorough testing was required to determine if the application successfully mimicked the 

traditional data collection technique.  The author tested the revised application a number of 

times in parallel with traditional data collection performed by students.  However, a further 

experiment was necessary to determine if observers familiar with the traditional technique 

would feel comfortable using the electronic application.  

 

On 11/9/07, an informal case study was performed at Forest Hills Park in Durham, NC to test 

the Data Collection Application and Observation Collection Tool.  Two students, who had no 

previous experience using the developed application, recorded data using the Data Collection 
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Application and Observation Collection Tool.  An NLI staff member performed parallel 

observation recording using the traditional collection method.  This staff member acted as a 

control for the session.   

 

A 10 minute training session was provided and an additional 10 minutes were provided for 

each user to acclimate themselves to the new data collection method.  Formal data collection 

commenced at 2:04 pm and proceeded for eight (8) rounds until approximately 3:26 pm.  

Approximately 32 observations were collected by each observer. 

 

6.6.1 Control Observations 

The corresponding control observations were collected using paper maps (produced using 

AutoCAD files) and a handheld PDA.  Each round was started with a fresh map and the start 

time of each round was marked on the map.  The control observer followed a comparison 

observer around the site in an effort to observe the same children at the same time and 

location.  The control observer marked points of child locations on the paper map with select 

identifying attributes (e.g., GYS to represent Girl, Young, Sedentary).  The full set of data 

elements were collected using a PDA.  The points marked on the map were later digitized in 

AutoCAD and the attributes from the PDA database were joined with the points in ESRI’s 

ArcMap.  The resulting data attribute table can be found in Appendix 5 - Part 2.   

 

6.6.2 User Feedback  

After the exercise, the users provided a few additional suggestions.  These suggestions were:  
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 Include an optional Note Tool for when additional information needs to be recorded about 

a specific observation. 

 Include an Unhide Points Tool to make all points visible to the user (the opposite of the 

Hide Points Tool). 

 

User comments were overwhelmingly positive.  Observers who participated in the case 

study, who had previously performed paper observations, commented that the process was 

“faster” and “easier”.  Additionally, one observer commented that he liked the way the 

dropdown boxes forced a selection (did not provide a default value).  He noted that this 

reduced the chances of inadvertently selecting a default value for an observation. 

 

6.7 Final Application and Tool Modification Development 

These recommendations were incorporated into the final Application and Tool. Part 2 of 

Appendix 9 provides the modified Visual Basic code that allows the Hide Points Applet to 

toggle between making points invisible or visible via a Boolean test for 0 (false) and other 

values (e.g., -1 or 1). Figure 8 illustrates the final Observation Collection Tool form with the 

freeform note box that holds up to 200 characters. 
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Figure 8.  Observation Collection Tool Form – Final Version 
 

6.8 Case Study Data Manipulation 

The data obtained from the Case Study observations were used to compare the two data 

collection techniques for point location and time required to record observation information. 

The data obtained from the observers using the Data Collection Application were edited to:  

 Delete the preliminary test points that were collected to familiarize the user with the data 

collection method.   

 Complete the round number field.  The field team was instructed to mark the round 

number only on the first point of the round to save time.  During data manipulation, the 

rest of the field values were completed based on comparison of the round numbers in both 

files and the timestamp.  Some error was found in missed round numbers however, the 

author was able to identify the beginning and end point in a round based on the lack of 

data collected for approximately 10 minutes between rounds. 

 Alter the field representation of the date to be consistent with conventional date notation. 
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The resulting data attribute table can be found in Appendix 5 – Part 1.  Figures 9, 10, and 11 

display the distribution of the paired control and comparison observations throughout the 

park, on the main play structure, and on the older child swing structure. 
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Figure 9. Forest Hills Park Case Study Observations (Control and Comparison) 
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Figure 10.  Forest Hills Park Case Study Observations for Play Structure (Control and Comparison) 
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Figure 11.  Forest Hills Park Case Study Observations for Swing Structure (Control and Comparison) 
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6.9 Case Study Data Analysis 

This case study was performed to compare the two observation collection techniques.  The 

natural movement of children, the quick variance in activity level, and the number of children 

in the observation makes it difficult to replicate the exact location and physical activity level 

between observers of the same technique, or of different techniques.  However, this case 

study can be used to gain an understanding of time savings or error reduction. 

 

6.9.1 Time Savings 

A formal timed process was not performed so quantitative conclusions cannot be made 

however, it is estimated that approximately 20-30 seconds were saved per observation.  

Additionally, users commented that the electronic data collect process was significantly 

faster than the traditional process.  This was observed to be true when watching the paired 

traditional and electronic observers capture points and attributes during the case study.  It is 

estimated that the electronic observer began or was midway through collecting a second 

observation before the control observer completed the first observation record.  Recording 

accurate behavioral mapping observations for a busy playground is extremely difficult 

because of the movement and interaction of children.  This time savings may prove to 

improve the behavioral mapping process by allowing more observations within a similar time 

period. 

 

6.9.2 Error Reduction 

The Observation Collection Tool was designed so that a recording session could not be 

completed if any required fields were left empty.  This forced the observer to complete each 
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observation to the data standards.  The traditional method’s PDA collection technique did not 

force data collection on all fields.  As a result, any observation record with missing values 

was removed from the dataset.   

 

Additionally, collecting points using ArcPad eliminates the need to digitize the points at a 

later date.  Over 10 weeks of observations, there were 400 rounds in the three parks and over 

4000 observations collected.  These 4000 observations were digitized by one staff member in 

the College of Design and the process took nearly two months to complete.  The process is 

wrought with potential for error, such as incorrect spatial placement of a point.  This time and 

error could easily be eliminated using the ArcPad application. 

 

6.9.3 Location Comparison 

The nature of the observations (moving children) makes it difficult to compare location 

accuracy between the traditional and the electronic observation technique.  Minimal 

comparison was made by comparing the observation location placement on the play and 

swing structures.  Comparison pairs were created by assigning an increasing number to each 

control observation in a “Compare” field in an ArcMap editing session.  The attributes of the 

control and comparison points were used to determine the comparison point that matched the 

assigned control point.  This process was repeated for each observation associated with the 

play structure and the swing structure.  An abbreviated version of the paired observation data 

can be seen in Tables 1 and 2.  
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Table 1.  Paired Swing Structure Observations (Compare Field) 

Source X_Long Y_Lat Gender 
Adult 
Inter Age 

Child 
Inter ActivityLe Compare 

Control 9514.521902759 -1905.597022676 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 1 
Control 9517.623117586 -1900.223727890 Boy 1 Young 1 Sedentary 2 
Control 9520.104431367 -1895.263652387 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 3 
Control 9522.585403228 -1890.510289676 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 4 
Comparison 9515.512460800 -1903.402587084 Female T Young T Moderate 1 
Comparison 9522.109217423 -1892.407992711 Male T Young T Sedentary 2 
Comparison 9518.261109393 -1898.455019616 Male F Young T Moderate 3 
Comparison 9522.658947142 -1887.460425244 Male F Young T Moderate 4 

 

Table 2.  Paired Play Structure Observations (Compare Field) 

Source X_Long Y_Lat Gender 
Adult 
Inter Age ChildInter ActivityLe Compare 

Control 9592.818858169 -1954.226310104 Boy 1 Young 0 Moderate 0 
Control 9585.880616574 -1943.273626640 Girl 0 Young 0 Moderate 1 
Control 9578.759447755 -1977.409913018 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 2 
Control 9574.559985737 -1972.480988844 Girl 1 Middle 1 Moderate 3 
Control 9575.139227456 -1971.036888056 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 4 
Control 9572.843643529 -1969.576525230 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 5 
Control 9577.017480180 -1957.893251024 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 6 
Control 9579.521860864 -1957.267394513 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 7 
Comparison 9582.579486471 -1960.574477820 Female T Young T Moderate 1 
Comparison 9575.982729847 -1973.218261348 Female T Young T Moderate 2 
Comparison 9572.684351536 -1968.270693880 Female T Young T Moderate 3 
Comparison 9578.731378440 -1972.118801910 Female F Young T Moderate 4 
Comparison 9573.783810973 -1971.569072192 Male F Young F Moderate 5 
Comparison 9582.579486471 -1957.276099508 Female T Young F Moderate 6 
Comparison 9577.082189285 -1966.071775006 Male T Young F Moderate 7 

Note: No comparison point could be found for the first observation.  Therefore, it was assigned a “0” in the Compare column. 

 

As a result of the use of drawing space coordinates and because the points do not cross 

longitudinal or latitudinal lines, it was assumed that an Euclidian distance can be used to 

determine the distance between comparison points. Tables 3 and 4 display the calculated 

distances between the paired observation points for the swing structure and the play structure.  

It can be seen that the average difference in distance on the swing structure was 4.54 ft and 

the average difference on the swing structure was 6.85 ft. 
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Table 3.  Euclidian Distance Calculations for Swing Structure 
Control_ID Comparison_ID Eucl_Dist_ft 

1 1 2.41 
2 2 9.01 
3 3 3.69 
4 3 9.05 
Average Distance (ft) 4.54 

 

 

Table 4.  Euclidian Distances Calculations for Play Structure 
Control_ID Comparison_ID Eucl_Dist_ft 

1 1 17.61 
2 2 5.03 
3 3 4.61 
4 4 3.75 
5 5 2.20 
6 6 5.60 
7 7 9.14 
Average Distance (ft) 6.85 

 

As a result of the limited number of confirmed paired observation points (n<30), further 

statistical analysis is not performed here.   

 

6.10 Populating the Data Model 

As a result of the lengthy process required to digitize the points collected using the traditional 

behavioral mapping technique, the complete datasets were unavailable to the author when 

developing the data model.  Therefore, for the purposes of populating the data model 

discussed in Chapter 5, the three datasets collected during the case study (two observers 

using the ArcPad application and one observer using the tradition data collection technique) 

were imported into the data model.  The datasets were imported into the model to 

demonstrate that behavioral mapping data could be linked to zone data and displayed in a 

GIS.   
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7.0 Results 

 

7.1 Project Objectives and Research Questions 

The scope of this project was to develop a method (a combination of the data model and 

tools) to compile collected park data to investigate specific questions regarding park use and 

its potential relationship to obesity.  Two example questions were used to demonstrate this 

method: 1) “Is the presence or features of play equipment potentially related to use of a 

park?” and 2) “Do local crime statistics potentially affect park users’ feelings about park 

safety?”.  An additional question, “Do local crime statistics have a relationship with park 

users’ feelings about safety?” was also queried.  To develop these queries, a personal 

geodatabase model was created using relationship classes to link the tabular and spatial data. 

This model provided the mechanism to address the research questions. 

 

7.2 Validating the Data Model 

To confirm that the proposed data model met the project requirements, a number of queries 

and sub-queries were established using the project datasets. The queries were intended to 

validate that the model could successfully be used as a decision support tool.  Additionally, 

the data model was developed for one park for the sample research questions and then 

transported to a second park to test reusability (Lisboa Filho et al. 2002).   
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7.3 Queries 

7.3.1 Simple Visual Queries 

ArcMap was used to view and visualize data.  For this project, a Map document 

(ForestHills_Model.mxd) was created that contains all spatial and tabular data shown in 

Figure 1.  Each spatial dataset is considered a layer in this format and can be turned on and 

off for visualization purposes.  Simple visual queries were performed in ArcMap to test 

relationships between linked tabular and spatial data. One example is shown in Figure 2 

where Forest Hills Park zone 9 was visually selected in ArcMap.  The attribute table for the 

FH_All_Zones layer (at the bottom of the screen) shows that only zone 9 is selected. 

Through the use of relationship classes a related table is displayed that showed 13 SOPARC 

Week1 observations were associated with zone 9 (at the top of the screen).   
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Figure 1.  All Spatial and Tabular Data Included in the Model and Added to the Map Document 
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Figure 2.  Visual Query of Forest Hills Park Data 
 

7.3.2 Relationship Classes and Simple Visual Query 

The relationship classes established for this project allowed the successful viewing of the 

tabular data by utilizing the spatial data.  For example, the SOPARC observation data from 

Week 1 (SOPARKWeek1) tabular data was linked to the Forest Hills Zones (FH_All_Zones) 

spatial data based on the ParkZoneID field.  ArcMap allowed the user to view all datasets 

related to the spatial data using the Options -> Related Tables.  Figure 3 illustrates the 

number of relationships established to the FH_All_Zones layer in this project.  
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Figure 3.  Tables Related to the Forest Hills Zones Layer through Relationship Classes 
 

This structure was used to perform a simple visual query by selecting a specific spatial 

element for further inspection.  Figure 4 illustrates the selection of zone 2 on the Map and the 

resulting narrowed attribute table for the FH_All_Zones.  That is, only one row, which 

represented zone 2, is shown in the attribute table.  When the boxed relationship of 

SOPARCWeek1 data was viewed, only 24 out of the 873 total records were shown.  That is, 

there were only 24 Week 1 SOPARC observations found in zone 2 at Forest Hills Park.   
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Figure 4.  Simple Visual Query Results Showing Zone 2 Data 
 

This process was also be performed more formally using SQL statements through the 

Options -> Select by Attributes function associated with each table’s attribute table.  Figure 5 

illustrates the use of consecutive SQL statements to achieve even more narrow results 

regarding the zone 2 SOPARCWeek1 data.  In this case the zone was selected by forming the 

SQL Query “[ParkZoneID] = 15002” (bracketed SQL statements indicate that the queried 

data reside in a geodatabase) in the Select by Attributes window on the right side of the 

screen.  The single zone 2 record is shown in blue in the attribute table at the top of the 

screen.  By viewing the SOPARCWeek1 related table, a second SQL statement was created 
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to further narrow the data down from the 24 records seen in Figure 4.  This second query 

inquired about the number of times that more than four (4) Young Male Sedentary Children 

were observed in zone 2 during Week 1 of Observations.  The SQL statement was formed as 

“SOPARCWeek1.MYCS > 4”, as shown in the Select by Attributes table on the left side of 

the screen.  The table at the bottom of the screen shows the records that meet all of the 

requirements established in the first and second SQL statements. 

 

Figure 5.  Consecutive SQL Query Results Showing Number of Incidents of More than Four Young 
Sedentary Males Were Observed 
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While useful for simple visual queries, this process can be cumbersome when working with 

large datasets or projects that require numerous relationships to tabular data.  For this reason , 

standard and custom query tools were used to further query the data. 

 

7.3.3 Queries Using Tools 

Complex tabular queries were also performed using standard ArcGIS query tools and a 

customized query tool was developed.  Figure 6 illustrates a Select Layer by Attribute query 

in which the ATrails table in the environmental audit dataset is queried for ParkZoneID 

=15002 and Observer2 = “Jason Bocarro”.  Figure 7 shows that 11 out of 755 records in the 

ATrails dataset meet the query criteria.  

 

Figure 6.  Select Layer by Attribute Query Tool Interface 
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Figure 7.  Select Layer by Attributes Query Results 
 

While simple queries can be used on a limited basis to test functionality of the data model, 

specific research questions were queried using the custom tool discussed in Section 5.8 to 

test the method more thoroughly. 

 

7.4 Research Questions: 1) “Is the presence or features of play equipment potentially 

related to use of a park?” and 2) “Do local crime statistics potentially affect park users’ 

feelings about park safety?” 

To answer these questions, the environmental audit dataset and the SOPARC observation 

dataset were queried.  Within these datasets, the NPlaySetFeatures_Complete table and the 

SOPARCWeek1 table were used for the query. 

 

7.4.1 Querying the Data for Research Question 1:  “Is the presence or features of play 

equipment potentially related to use of a park?” 

7.4.1.1 Querying the Play Set Features Data 

The first step in answering these questions was to test for the presence of play sets within 

Forest Hills Park.  Figure 8 provides a diagram of the query process.   
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Figure 8.  Diagram of Play Set Features Query Process 
 

The first selection query was defined as: “"NPlaySetFeatures_Complete.Park_Code" = 15” 

and the sub-selection query was defined as: 

“"NPlaySetFeatures_Complete.Play_Set_Present" <> 0” (testing for any value other than a 

Boolean false).  In other words, this statement specifically queried only records associated 

with Forest Hills Park (ParkCode 15) and then performed a sub-selection on that data to find 

records with non-false value for the presence of play sets.  Figure 9 shows the results window 

that was generated based on these two queries. 

 

 

Figure 9.  Play Set Features Query Results Window 
 

7.4.1.2 Querying the SOPARC Data 

The second step in answering these research questions was to test for activity levels within 

Forest Hills Park.  Figure 10 provides a diagram of the query process.   
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Figure 10.  Diagram of SOPARC Query Process 
 

The first selection query was defined as: “SOPARCWeek1.PARK = 15” and the sub-

selection query was defined as: “SOPARCWeek1.FYCV > OR SOPARCWeek1.MYCV > 0 

OR SOPARCWeek1.FMCV > 0 OR SOPARCWeek1.MMCV > 0 OR 

SOPARCWeek1.FOCV > 0 OR SOPARCWeek1.MOCV > 0”.  In other words, this 

statement specifically queried only records associated with Forest Hills Park (ParkCode 15) 

and then performed a sub-selection query on that data to find records with a value greater 

than 0 for any gender children (Male or Female) performing vigorous activity within any of 

the three age groups (Young, Middle, Older).  Activity level was recorded based on gender 

and age group and therefore, all related fields must be queried.  Figure 11 shows the results 

window that was generated based on these two queries. 

 

 

Figure 11.  SOPARC Week 1 Observation Query Results Window 
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Manual confirmation of the results presented in these two tables was performed using simple 

queries and comparing the number of result records and attributes of selected records.  In 

each case, the query results were confirmed without error.  On average, queries took just a 

few minutes to generate the logic in the custom tool and a few seconds to process by ArcGIS.  

This is a drastic reduction in time when compared to the process that would be required if the 

data were still located in independent data structures.  For example, if the SOPARC data 

were still located in Microsoft Excel format and the environmental audit data were still in 

multiple Microsoft Access databases, the query process would be significantly more 

complicated.  This is because the user would be forced to perform independent queries in 

different environments and then be required to export data from one environment to another 

to compare the results.  To illustrate this point, the author tested the speed at which records in 

zone 2 of Forest Hills Park that represent SOPARC Week 1 observations could be identified. 

This process was completed using ESRI ArcGIS by creating a simple Select by Attributes 

SQL query from the attribute table in 32 seconds.  The same process was repeated by 

creating a Make Table Query in Microsoft Access in 1 minute, 34 seconds.  The first process 

provided a visualization of the zone in which the results were present.  The second process 

simply provided a table within Microsoft Access with no visualization of the data.  

 

Figure 12 illustrates the customized tool used to generate these.  The two output tables 

resulting from this query process can be found in their complete form in Appendix 11.   
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Figure 12.  Forest Hills Park Play Feature and Activity Level Query in Customized Query Tool Interface 
 

7.4.1.3 Query Results 

The queries were successfully performed using the customized tool and three tables were 

added to the view as the model ran through to completion.  The first table, PlayOutput1 

(Figure 13), displays the two records associated with the query process seen in Figure 9.  

These selected records meet the requirements of being in Forest Hills Park and having non-
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false values to indicate the presence of play equipment.  It is important to note that these 

records are associated with ParkZoneID 15002 (two records). 

 

 

Figure 13.  Query Output – Tested for Forest Hills Park Code and Presence of Play Set Equipment 

 

The second table, SOPARCOutput1 (Figure 14), displays the eight records associated with 

the query process seen in Figure 11.  These selected records meet the requirements of being 

in Forest Hills Park and having a value greater than 0 for vigorous activity in any age or 

gender of observed children.  Again, it is important to note that this activity is associated with 

ParkZoneIDs 15001 (one record), 15002 (six records), and 15006 (one record). 

 

 

Figure 14.  Query Output - Tested for Forest Hills Park Code and Vigorous Activity in All Ages and 
Genders 
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7.4.1.4 Joining Query Results Tables 

The final process in the customized tool was to join the two final output tables on the 

common ParkZoneID field.  For these research questions, the two output tables (Figures 13 

and 14) provide data on a common ParkZoneID of 15002.  However, with two records in 

PlayOutput1 related to six records in SOPARCOutput1, a join cannot be performed because 

the ArcGIS product does not know which records to relate to each other.  However, a Relate 

function was used to manually create a temporary relationship between the records.  The 

relate function was required because the data structure does not provide any additional 

common fields that can be used to further guide a join between the two tables together.  

Section 7.4.2.4 will show that if the data resulted in a 1:M relationship, the final output table 

would have successfully shown a join of the attributes from the PlayOutput1 table to the 

SOPARCOutput1 table.   

 

7.4.1.5 Data Analysis and Further Query Activities 

Through the related tables, it can be demonstrated that the presence of play equipment in 

ParkZoneID 15002 may be a predictor for more vigorous activity in that area.  Knowledge of 

the other zones is helpful and can provide additional information regarding the presence or 

absence of specific activity levels.  ParkZoneID 15001 is a large grassy area often used as a 

playing field for organized sports and ParkZoneID 15006 is the tennis court area.  

Additionally, it may be helpful to know if weather conditions inhibited play on the 

observation date, if the observation was taken on a school day during school hours, or if there 

were any other factors that may provide low numbers of vigorous play observations.   
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This analysis can be taken further by performing queries across all parks, performing batch 

queries on the weekly SOPARC data, or by creating additional sub-queries to test for the 

presence of colorful play equipment, separate equipment for different age groups, available 

seating, shaded areas, etc.  Additionally, further sub-queries can be performed to identify the 

age group more often responsible for the vigorous activity. This query was performed only 

on data from Forest Hills Park.  When the full dataset is available, this query process can be 

repeated using all park data (instead of just Forest Hills Park).  At that time, researchers will 

have the data necessary to perform a regression analysis to fully develop answers to the 

research questions.  

 

7.4.2 Querying the Data for Research Question 2: “Do local crime statistics potentially 

affect park users’ feelings about park safety?” 

To answer this question the park service area spatial layer and the interview tabular data were 

queried.  As previously discussed, the park service area data attributes included census and 

crime statistics that were used to determine park service area.  The interview data represented 

tabular data collected from questionnaire-based interviews performed at 13 parks.   

 

7.4.2.1 Querying the Park Service Area Data 

In this model, the park service area layer only has Forest Hills Park data associated with it.  

For this reason, no query was necessary. For this test, this layer was used only as reference 

for the second query to test the join function included in the model.   
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7.4.2.2 Querying Interview Data 

The first step in this process was to test for specific interview responses to questions 

regarding park safety.  Figure 15 provides a diagram of the query process.  

 

 

Figure 15.  Diagram of interview Query Process 
 

The first query was defined as: “IntData112807.PARK = 15” and the sub-selection query was 

established as: “IntData112807.NSAFE <> 5 OR IntData112807.PCRIME <> 5 OR 

IntData112807.FSAFE <> 5”.  In other words, the statements specifically queried only 

records associated with Forest Hills Park (ParkCode 15) and then performed a sub-query on 

that data to find records with a value not equal to 5 for responses to the following statements 

“The park is not safe.” and “The park is not safe from crime.” During the interview process, 

each respondent was asked to evaluate each statement on a scale from 1 to 5 with 5 

representing “not true at all” and 1 representing “definitely true”.  This means that if a 

respondent answered 5 to “the park is not safe”, they were responding that this statement is 

“not true at all” (and therefore, they believe the park is safe).  Therefore, this query process 

tests for any responses other than 5 (“not true at all”). Figure 16 shows the results window 

that was generated based on these two queries.  Three records meet the criteria of respondent 

values not equal to 5. 
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Figure 16.  Interview Query Results Window 
 

Manual confirmation of the results was again performed using simple queries and comparing 

the number of result records and attributes of selected records.  The query results were 

confirmed without error.  Figure 17 illustrates the customized tool and how the queries 

discussed above were created within that interface.  The three output tables resulting from 

this query process can be found in their complete form in Appendix 12.   
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Figure 17.  Crime and Safety Queries  in Customized Query Tool Interface 
 

7.4.2.3 Query Results 

No query was performed on the park service area data, however, the tool successfully 

exported the original layer to a new layer, LandForm_Output1 (Figure 18) and included the 

single park service area data record associated with Forest Hills Park.   
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Figure 18.  Park Service Area Output – No Query Performed 
 

The second query successfully created the Int_Output1 table (Figure 19), which shows three 

records associated with responses to safety questions that are not equal to “5”.   

 

 

Figure 19.  Query Output - Tested for Forest Hills Park Code and Safety Question Responses Not Equal 
to 5 
 

7.4.2.4 Joining Query Results Tables 

The final process in the customized tool is to join the final output tables on the common 

ParkCode field.  ParkCode was used as the join field to answer this research question because 

the park service area data represented park level data, not zone level data.   

 

For this research question, the two tables provide data on a common ParkCode of 15 and a 

1:M relationship on that field.  Therefore, the join function in the tool successfully created a 

new table, Landform_Int_Final (Figure 20).  This table included the fields from both query 

output tables joined on the ParkCode value.  As seen in Figure 20, because the park service 

area data consisted of one record (versus many records) (Figure 18), it was appended to each 
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of the three interview records found in the second query (Figure 19). Through this joined 

table, the crime statistics associated with the park service area can be viewed. 

 

 

Figure 20.  Final Query Output - Joined Tables 
 

7.4.2.5 Further Query Activities 

This tabular output only begins to address the question of a relationship between crime and 

park use.  However, further population of the model with park service area data from each 

park and subsequent queries will provide more complete results. The results can be used to 

perform the regression analysis necessary to fully develop answers to this research question. 

 

7.5 Model Validation Using Duke Park Data 

The environmental audit data and the SOPARC observation data were collected for 20 parks.  

The interview data were each collected 13 parks.  These complete datasets were included in 

the data model created for this project.  The behavioral mapping data and park service area 

datasets were still in revision, therefore, the model only included these data for Forest Hills 

Park.    

 

To test that this model is transportable to additional parks, a second park, Duke Park, was 

added to the geodatabase.  Figure 21 provides a map of the park with zone locations.  As 
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previously performed for the Forest Hills Park data, Duke Park zones and behavioral 

mapping data were converted from AutoCAD files to shapefiles, spatially transformed, and 

imported into the geodatabase.  Relationships classes were established between the zones and 

the environmental audit tables, the SOPARC observation tables, and the interview table.  
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Figure 21.  Map of Duke Park Zones 
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7.5.1 Querying Duke Park Data 

To validate the addition of Duke Park data into the model, a query process similar to that 

described in Section 7.4.1 was performed. Two tables were used for this query: the 

NPlaySetFeatures_Complete layer and the SOPARCWeek3 data.  SOPARC Week 3 was 

chosen because it is the first week in which observations were recorded in Duke Park.   

 

Figure 22 illustrates the queries as they were entered into the customized tool user interface.  

The three output tables resulting from this validation test can be found in their complete form 

in Appendix 13.   
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Figure 22.  Duke Park Play Feature and Activity Level Query in Customized Query Tool Interface 
 

7.5.2 Query Results 

The queries were successfully performed and three tables were generated as the tool ran 

through to completion.  The first table, Duke_Play_Output (Figure 23), finds the first query 

requirements of the presence of play equipment in Duke Park.  The play equipment was 

associated with ParkZoneIDs 51 and 52 (two records). 
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Figure 23.  Query Output – Tested for Duke Park Code and Presence of Play Set Equipment 
 

The second query produced the second table, Duke_SOPARC3_Output (Figure 24). This 

table showed eight records associated with Vigorous activity in any age or gender of 

observed children.  This activity is associated with ParkZoneIDs 51 (six records), 57 (one 

record), and 59 (one record). 

 

 

Figure 24.  Query Output - Tested for Duke Park Code and Vigorous Activity in All Ages and Genders 
 

7.5.3 Joining Query Results Tables 

The two query output tables (Figures 23 and 24) provided data on a common ParkZoneID of 

51 that exhibits a 1:M relationship between the two tables. The records associated with the 

other ParkZoneIDs were unmatched between the two tables.  Through the 1:M relationship, 

the join function in the customized tool successfully created a new table, DukeOutput (Figure 

25).  This table included the fields from both query output tables joined on the ParkZoneID 

value.  The unmatched Duke_SOPARC3_Output records (ParkZoneIDs 57 and 59) remain in 
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the table, but have <null> values for the join fields.  The unmatched Duke_Play_Output 

record (ParkZoneID 52) is not present in the final table. Figure 26 illustrates that only zone 1 

had both the presence of a play set and vigorous activity. 

 

 

Figure 25.  Final Duke Query Output - Joined Tables 
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Figure 26.  Duke Park Map Showing the Presence of Play Sets and Vigorous Activity 
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7.5.4 Validation Discussion 

Adding the Duke Park data and performing a cross-data query tested the assertion that the 

data model could be transported to another park and successfully reused.  The results from 

the query indicate that this assertion is valid.  Therefore, full population of the model with all 

park data would allow researchers to query across tables and parks to fully investigate 

existing research questions and develop ones. 
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8.0 Discussion 

 

8.1 Problem Statement 

This project tested the development of a geodatabase model that supported the visualization 

and investigation of multiple, independent datasets.  An ESRI Personal Geodatabase model 

was selected for this project because of its ability to link tabular data with spatial data 

through the use of relationship classes.  These relationships allow the geography of the 

spatial data to be used for visualization of tabular data. This project also tested the ability to 

query across the datasets using simple and more complex queries processes by investigating 

two research questions: 1) “Is the presence or features of play equipment potentially related 

to use of a park?” and 2) “Do local crime statistics potentially affect park users’ feelings 

about park safety?”.  The model was validated by importing data from an additional park, 

which tested the transportability of the model.  This project also tested the development of an 

electronic method of capturing behavioral mapping data that reduced time and error in the 

data collection and manipulation processes.   

 

8.2 Project Achievements 

8.2.1 Model Development 

This project resulted in the development of a working geodatabase model that was 

successfully used to view and query the data within a spatial environment.  To ensure the 

usability of the model, research questions were used to test query output.  Additionally, the 

transportability of the model was successfully tested using an additional set of park data.  

This process confirms that the project model achieves the goals of linking spatial and tabular 
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data together in a GIS environment, providing an ability to view and query the data, and 

creating a model that can be transported to additional parks.  

 

The model is established based on relationship classes and existing tables.  For future use, 

additional tables can be added to the geodatabase with minimal effort – a few minutes per 

imported dataset.  Additionally, it is possible to reuse this model for a completely new study 

in a different location.  Data was collected using validated data collection techniques (e.g., 

EAPRS, SOPARC) that are used throughout the research community.  Therefore, if 

researchers were to follow a standard file and attribute naming convention, the model could 

be reused without the need for recreating the relationship classes.  Essentially, this would 

result in an instant data population of the data model.  

 

8.2.2 Behavioral Mapping Data Collection Application 

This project also resulted in the successful development of a customized ArcPad Behavioral 

Mapping Data Collection Application/Data Collection Tool. The developed application 

integrated the traditional data collection process to provide faster and less erroneous data 

capture.  The Data Collection Application/Data Collection Tool was tested and found to 

reduce observation time by approximately 20-30 seconds per observation.  Additionally, the 

tool forced the user to record data in all required fields prior to closing a record and it did not 

allow for default values to be selected.  Through this process, observation loss or attribute 

loss is reduced.  Lastly, another major source of error is likely reduced because use of the 

electronic data collection application eliminated the need to digitize observation points.  The 

behavioral mapping portion of the I-PARK project collected over 4000 points that took 
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nearly two months to digitize.  The electronic data collection application eliminates this wait 

time by providing access to the data upon upload from the handheld device to a desktop 

computer.   

 

8.3 Improved Decision Making 

The development of the model and successful query of the data using various techniques 

establishes that a geodatabase environment can be used to query across multiple, independent 

datasets in a visual environment.  Additionally the remaining behavioral mapping and park 

service area data can be imported into the geodatabase structure so that queries can be 

performed on all existing datasets for each park.  This ability provides an excellent 

opportunity to perform more advanced queries on the existing data.  By utilizing the model to 

query the data, researchers are provided with a means for making better decisions regarding 

neighborhood parks. Additionally, researchers are provided with a strong visualization tool 

that can be used to present results and information to decision stakeholders in an easy-to-

understand format.  Conveying information through a visual tool is often more powerful than 

simple textual descriptions.   

 

8.4 Recommendations 

8.4.1 I-PARK Data Collection 

Much of the I-PARK data was collected on paper forms or maps (e.g., SOPARC observation 

data and interview data).  As a result, time was spent transcribing the data from the paper 

forms or maps into Microsoft Access or some other software product.  This process 

encourages the addition of error into the dataset.  For example, when the SOPARC 
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observation data was reviewed in Microsoft Excel format, it was found to contain invalid 

values in numeric-only fields (e.g., “1*, “/”, etc.).  If the correct value could not be 

determined, the record was lost or reduced in value. It is recommended that electronic means 

of data capture be used whenever possible for future projects.  The reduced transcription 

effort, decreased error, and speed at which the data is available would dramatically increase 

the impact of the project. 

 

Throughout the development of the data model, each dataset was modified to include a 

common field on which the data could be linked.  This effort risked accidental manipulation 

of other data within the database and required time spent modifying the data. Future data 

collection activities should include the automatic population of this field within the 

individual databases.  For example, in the SOPARC observation data, the ParkZoneID field 

could be auto-populated based on the park and zone in which the observations are being 

made.  This is also true for park level data that should be automatically be populated with a 

consistent version of the ParkCode or ParkName information. 

 

Section 7.4.1.4 discussed an invalid relationship M:N between two datasets that required the 

use of a relate function to investigate the data.  The query process was successful, however, 

for a streamlined query process, a unique field needs to be defined to join multiple zone-level 

records in one dataset to multiple zone-level records in another dataset.  The data structure 

currently provides no field to accomplish this.  It is recommended that an Observation 
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Number, Coded Value, or some other identifier be used to create valid 1:M relationships or 

M:N relationship through the use of an intermediary table. 

 

8.4.2 Georeferenced Data 

Significant effort was expended within the scope of this project to create custom affine 

transformations for AutoCAD maps that did not have a spatial reference.  As a result of 

features being added to the maps without reference to scale or location, the transformations 

of the maps showed significant deviation from features shown on aerial photography. In 

addition, the transformation was imperfect and slight spatial deviations can be seen 

throughout the transformed dataset (Section 6, Figure 5).  Therefore, it is recommended that 

all future maps be created within a drawing space that has been referenced to a coordinate 

system.  Using georeferenced space with scaled elements will eliminate error associated with 

incorrectly represented spatial relationships.  This process would decrease the effort required 

to correct the data and also increase the opportunities for use of the data in other projects.  

 

8.4.3 Behavioral Mapping Data Collection 

Users in the behavioral mapping case study found the electronic method to be “faster” and 

“easier” than the traditional method. However, the study should be repeated in a more active 

playground environment to ensure that the process is valid under extreme circumstances.  

Additionally, further data collection should be performed to more closely study behavioral 

mapping between independent observers.  Using known paired points to understand the 

replication of child location and attributes between observers will allow for method 

verification and statistical analysis.   
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8.5 Future Efforts 

While the model created in this project was used for analysis of neighborhood parks and their 

use, the model structure is valid for any number of alternate uses.  Any data collection effort 

that establishes relationships between independent datasets can utilize this model to provide a 

means for visualization and query of the data. Examples could include linking spatial data 

representing known hazardous waste sites with analytical methods resulting from soil/water 

samples (tabular data).  Another application could be the linking of veterinary or human 

disease occurrence with test results, blood work, or other tabular data.  In both of these 

examples, the spatial data could be used to visualize or query the tabular data and possibly 

discover patterns not previously recognized.  Alternately, the visualization may result in 

additional research questions. Applications are not limited to these settings but could also be 

used in other business environments.  One example could be the use of the data model to 

track Medicare claims by service providers based on spatial environment.  Utilizing 

Medicare provider location to link tabular service data may result in visualization of trends 

not seen on paper alone.   

 

8.5.1 Use of Unified Modeling Language 

As previously mentioned, this model can be used by researchers throughout the country if the 

same data collection techniques are used.  However, because some of the data field names or 

data types are not specifically defined by the data collection method (e.g., EAPRS does not 

identify how researchers should name the data elements), it is recommended that a Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) be used to create a standard for data elements.  UML “is a visual 
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language for specifying, constructing and documenting the artifacts of a system” (OMG 

2003).  In other words, UML acts as a blueprint for data elements included in a model.  The 

creation of a UML for this model would significantly expand the usability of it by interested 

researchers.  

 

8.5.2 ArcGIS Enterprise Geodatabase 

The data model created for this project was developed using an ESRI Personal Geodatabase, 

which is limited to a 4 MB geodatabase, editing by one connection, and viewing by four 

connections.  This model type was chosen because of its intrinsic connection with Microsoft 

Access and because of the limited need for editing sessions.  However, Microsoft Access is 

limited with the size of the data tables and is a fairly limited database application.  

Additionally, as this project grows or as other research projects are undertaken, an option that 

allows for more users may be necessary.  An ArcGIS Enterprise Geodatabase would provide 

multiuser editing, unlimited viewing connections, and a more flexible database environment 

such as Oracle® (Oracle 2008) or SQL Server™ (Microsoft 2008).  This option would take 

this project to a production-level environment in which the data is served from a central 

server, not located on a single computer.  

 

8.6 Conclusion 

This project provided an excellent test of the strength and limitations of the personal 

geodatabase environment.  It also identified modifications to data collection processes that 

would allow for faster model development.  Future work may require the necessity to create a 

UML to define data elements or to migrate the data from the personal geodatabase 
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environment into an enterprise geodatabase.  Either activity would greatly increase the 

usability of this model as well as provide additional research regarding model creation for 

parks and recreation studies. 
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Appendix 1 – Environmental Audit Data Example Data Entry Screen/Data Description 
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ATrails_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String Lookup Value of Park Name
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Observer2 String Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

A_Trails_ObservationUnit Short integer
Paved Short integer Boolean Value for Paved/Unpaved trails

Number Short integer Number of Trails
Material String Lookup Value for Paved Material

Condition Short integer Lookup Value for Trail Condition
Width Short integer Lookup Value for Trail Width

Cleanliness Short integer Lookup Value for Cleanliness
Flateness Short integer Lookup Value for Trail Grade
Continuity Short integer Boolean value for Continuous Trails

Clear_from_obstruction Short integer Lookup Value for Obstructions
Coverage_shade Short integer Lookup Value for Shade

Dividing_Line_stripe Short integer Boolean Value for Trail Dividing Line
Sinage_Presence Short integer Boolean Value for Signage
Sinage_Trail_map Short integer Boolean Value for Trail Map Sign

Sit_rest_place_present Short integer Boolean Value for Sitting/Resting Locations
Safety_playground_proximity Short integer Lookup Value for Playground Proximity
Safety_restroom_proximity Short integer Lookup Value for Restroom Proximity

Other_loops Short integer Boolean Value for Trail Loops
Other_water_proximity Short integer Lookup Value for Proximity to Water

Other_trash_can Short integer

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Boolean Value for Trash Can Presence

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Table
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CGeneral_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

C_GeneralAreas_ObservationUnit Short integer
Open_Space_Condition Short integer

Open_Space_Cleanliness Short integer
Open_Space_Seating_Proximity Short integer

Open_Space_Roadway_Proximity Short integer

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.
Lookup Value for Open Space Condition

Lookup Value for Open Space Cleanliness
Lookup Value for Proximity of Seating to Open Space

Lookup Value for Proximity of Roadway to Open Space

Table

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name

 

DWaterAreas_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Boolean Value for Swimming Pool Presence
Swimming Pool Number

Boolean Value for Pool Operation
Lookup Value for Water Area Condition

Boolean Value for Water Area Bathrooms
Boolean Value for Water Area Showers

Boolean Value for Water Area Play Features
Boolean Value for Water Area Trash Can

Boolean Value for Water Area Drinking Fountains
Boolean Value for Water Area Signage

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.D_WaterAreas_ObservationUnit Short integer
Water_Area_Pool_Presence Short integer
Water_Area_Swimming_Pool Short integer

Water_Area_Operational Short integer
Water_Area_Condition Short integer

Water_Area_Restrooms Short integer
Water_Area_Showers Short integer

Water_Area_Water_Play_Features Short integer
Water_Area_Trash_Can Short integer

Water_Area_Drinking_Fountains Short integer
Water_Area_Sinage Short integer

Table

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name
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EEatingDrinking_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Boolean Value for Drinking Fountains
Boolean Value for Operation Drinking Fountains

Number of Fountains
Lookup Value for Fountain Condition

Boolean Value for Picnic Area Presence
Yes/No Selection Box for Picnic Area Presence**
Lookup Table for Ground Surface Cover Material

Lookup Table for Parking Proximity
Boolean Value for Grill Presence

Boolean Value for Trash Can Presence
Boolean Value for Picnic Area Coverage

Lookup Value for Cleanliness of Picnic Area

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.E_Eating_Drinking_ObservationUnit Short integer
E_Drinking_Fountains_Presence Short integer
E_Drinking_Water_Operational Short integer

E_Drinking_Fountains Date*
E_Drinking_Fountain_Condition Short integer

E_Pinic_Area_Presence Short integer
E_Pinic_Area Short integer

E_Pinic_Ground_Surface String
E_Parking_Proximity String

E_Pinic_Grills Short integer
E_Pinic_Trash_Can Short integer
E_Pinic_Coverage Short integer

E_Pinic_Cleanliness Short integer

*Note: Microsoft Access Table designation is Date data type, however it should be a String or Short integer  data 
type.  This had no impact on this model because this field was not used in any of the Relationship Classes .

**Note: This field appears to be a duplication of the Boolean Value field “E_Picnic_Area_Presence. This had no 
impact on this model because this field was not used in any of the Relationship Classes .

Table

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name
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FFacilities_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

F_Facilities_ObservationUnit Short integer
F_Restroom_Presence Short integer Boolean Value for Restroom Presence

F_Restroom_Type String Lookup Value for Restroom Type
F_Restroom_Open Short integer Boolean Value for Restroom Open/Closed

F_Restroom_Cleanliness Short integer Lookup Value for Restroom Cleanliness

F_Restroom_Supplied

Short integer Lookup Value for Restroom Condition
F_Restroom_Ventilation Short integer Boolean Value for Restroom Ventilation

F_Restroom_Running_Water
Short integer Lookup Value for Restroom Supplies

F_Restroom_Diaper_Area
Short integer Boolean Value for Running Water

F_Shelter_Presence
Short integer Boolean Value for Diaper Changing Area

F_Shelter_Number
Short integer Boolean Value for Shelter Presence

F_Shelter_Cleanliness
Short integer Number of Shelters

F_Shelter_Playground_Proximity
Short integer Lookup Value for Shelter Cleanliness

F_Shelter_Seating_Availability
Short integer Lookup Value for Playground Proximity
Short integer Boolean Value for Seating Presence

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

F_Restroom_Condition

Table

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name
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HSittingFeatures_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Short integer
Short integer Boolean Value for Benches Presence
Short integer Lookup Value for Bench Condition
Short integer Boolean Value for Table Presence
Short integer Lookup Value for Table Cleanliness
Short integer Lookup Value for Table Condition
Short integer Lookup Value for Parking Proximity
Short integer Lookup Value for Table Coverage
Short integer Boolean Value for Bleacher Presence
Short integer Lookup Value for Bleacher Condition
Short integer Boolean Value for Metal Bleachers
Short integer Boolean Value for Wood Bleachers

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.H_SittingFeatures_ObservationUnit
H_Benches_Present
H_Bench_Condition
H_Table_Present

H_Table_Cleanliness
H_Table_Condition

H_Table_Parking_Proximity
H_Table_Coverage

H_Bleachers_Present
H_Bleachers_Condition

H_Bleachers_Metal
H_Bleachers_Wood

Table

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name
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ILandscaping_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Short integer
Short integer Boolean Value for Flowers Presence
Short integer Boolean Value for Shrub Presence
Short integer Lookup Value for Shrub Condition
Short integer Boolean Value for Tree Shade Presence
Short integer Boolean Value for Pond or Lake Presence
Short integer Boolean Value for Natural Stream Presence

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Table

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name

I_Landscaping_ObservationUnit
I_Flowers_Present
I_Shrubs_Present

I_Shrubs_Condition
I_Shade_Trees_Present

I_Pond_Lake
I_Natural_Stream

JGeneralAesthetics_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Short integer
String Lookup Value for Park Character

Short integer Lookup Value for Overall Cleanliness
Short integer Lookup Value for Overall Condition
Short integer Lookup Value for Adjacent Roads
Short integer Lookup Value for Perceived Safety
Short integer Boolean Value for Trash Can Presence

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name

Table

J_GeneralAesthetics_ObservationUnit
J_Character

J_Overal_Cleanliness
J_Overal_Condition

J_AdjacentRoad
J_Perceived_Safety

J_Trash_Cans_Present
J_Trash_Can_Cleanliness
J_Trash_Can_Condition

Short integer
Short integer

Lookup Value for Trash Can Cleanliness
Lookup Value for Trash Can Condition
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KAccessRelatedFeatures_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Short integer
Lookup Value for Parking ProximityShort integer
Boolean Value for Parking SignageShort integer

Boolean Value for Entrance InformationShort integer
Boolean Value for Bike Rack PresenceShort integer

Number of Bike RacksShort integer
Boolean Value for Parking Lot Presence

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name

Table

Short integer
String Lookup Value for Parking Lot Surface Material

Lookup Value for Parking Lot Condition

K_AccessRelatedFeatures_ObservationUnit
K_Entrance_Parking_Proximity
K_Entrance_Parking_Sinage

K_Entrance_Information
K_Bike_Racks_Present
K_Bike_Racks_Number
K_Parking_Lots_Present

K_Parking_Lots_Surface_Type
K_Parking_Lots_Condition String

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.
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NPlaySetFeatures_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Short integer
Short integer
Short integer
Short integer
Short integer

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name

Table

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.N_PlaySetFeatures_ObservationUnit Short integer
Play_Set_Present Short integer
Play_Set_Visibility String

Play_Set_Parking_prox String
Play_Set_Seating Short integer
Play_Set_Shade Short integer
Play_Set_Colorful Short integer

Play_Set_Bike_rack Short integer
Play_Set_Separate_age Short integer
Play_Set_Separatn_rd Short integer

Play_Set_Restroom Short integer
Play_Set_Restroom_prox String
Ground_Surface_Material String

Ground_Cleanliness String
Trash_Cans Short integer

Hang_Presence Short integer
Hang_Condition String

Hang_Matrl_metal Short integer
Hang_Matrl_wood Short integer
Hang_Matrl_rope Short integer

Hang_Matrl_plastic Short integer
Hang_movble_rings Short integer

Slide_Presence Short integer
Slide_Straight Short integer
Slide_Curve Short integer
Slide_Poles Short integer

Slide_Condition String
Slide_Soft_landing Short integer
Climb_Presence Short integer

Climb_Tubes Short integer

Boolean Value for Play Set Presence
Lookup Value for Play Set Proximity
Lookup Value for Parking Proximity
Boolean Value for Play Set Seating
Boolean Value for Play Set Shade

Boolean Value for Colorful Play Set
Boolean Value for Bike Rack Presence

Boolean Value for Separate Play Sets For Age Groups
Boolean Value for Separate Play Sets
Boolean Value for Restroom Presence
Lookup Value for Restroom Proximity

Lookup Value for Ground Surface Material
Lookup Value for Ground Cleanliness

Boolean Value for Trash Can Presence
Boolean Value for Hang Play Set Feature Presence

Lookup Value for Hanging Play Set Features
Boolean Value for Metal Hanging Features
Boolean Value for Wood Hanging Features
Boolean Value for Rope Hanging Features
Boolean Value for Plastic Hanging Features

Boolean Value for Movable Rings on Hanging Features
Boolean Value for Slide Presence

Number of Straight Slides
Number of Curved Slides

Number of Slide Poles
Lookup Value for Slide Condition

Boolean Value for a Slide Soft Landing
Boolean Value for Climbing Feature Presence

Number of Climbing Tubes  
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Climb_Webs Short integer
Climb_Poles Short integer

Climb_Ladder Short integer
Climb_Stairs Short integer

Climb_Condition String
Climb_soft_landing Short integer
Stand_Presence Short integer
Stand_Bridges Short integer

Stand_Platforms Short integer
Stand_Condition String

Other_Pretend_panels Short integer
Other_Sound_tubes Short integer
Other_Game_Panels Short integer

Other_Water_Spray_ground Short integer
Other_Other Short integer

Swing_Presence Short integer
Swing_Type_Baby Short integer
Swing_Type_strap Short integer
Swing_Type_bench Short integer

Swing_Type_tire Short integer
Swing_Condition String

Swing_Ground_Matrl String

Number of Climbing Web
Number of Climbing Poles

Number of Climbing Ladder
Number of Climbing Stairs

Lookup Value for Climbing Features
Boolean Value for Climbing Soft Landing
Boolean Value for Stand Area Presence

Number of Bridges
Number of Platforms

Lookup Value for Stand Area Condition
Boolean Value for Pretend Panel Presence
Boolean Value for Sound Tube Presence

Boolean Value for Game Panels
Boolean Value for Water Spray Ground

Boolean Value for Other Play Set Features
Boolean Value for Swing Presence

Number of Baby Swings
Number of Strap Swings
Number of Bench Swings
Number of Tire Swings

Lookup Value for Swing Condition
Lookup Value for Swing Area Ground Material

NPlaySetFeatures_Complete (Continued)

Data typeField name Description

Table
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OOtherPlayComponents_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name

Table

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.
Boolean Value for Slide Presence

Number of Straight Slides
Number of Curved Slides

Number of Slide Poles
Lookup Value for Slide Condition
Lookup Value for Colorful Slide

Boolean Value for Slide Soft Landing
Boolean Value for Climbing Feature Presence

Number of Jungle Gyms
Number of Rock Walls

Number of Balance Beams
Number of Turning Poles

Lookup Value for Climbing Feature Condition
Lookup Value for Climbing Feature Ground Material

Boolean Value for Colorful Climbing Features
Boolean Value for Swing Presence

Number of Baby Swings
Number of Strap Swings
Number of Bench Swings
Number of Tire Swings

Lookup Value for Swing Condition
Lookup Value for Swing Ground Material

Boolean Value for Colorful Swing Features
Boolean Value for Blacktop Presence

Number of Bridges
Number of Platforms

Lookup Value for Stand Feature Conditions
Boolean Value for Pretend Panels
Boolean Value for Sound Tubes
Boolean Value for Game Panels

Boolean Value for Water Spray Ground
Boolean Value for Other Features

O_OtherPlayComponents_ObservationUnit Short integer
Slide_Presence Short integer
Slide_Straight Short integer
Slide_Curve Short integer
Slide_Poles Short integer

Slide_Condition String
Slide_Colorful Short integer

Slide_Soft_landing Short integer
Climbers_Presence Short integer
Climb_JungleGym Short integer
Climb_Rockwall Short integer

Climb_BalanceBeam Short integer
Climb_TurningPole Short integer

Climb_Condition String
Climb_Ground_Matrl String

Climb_Colorful Short integer
Swing_Presence Short integer

Swing_Type_Baby Short integer
Swing_Type_Strap Short integer
Swing_Type_Bench Short integer
Swing_Type_Tire Short integer
Swing_Condition String

Swing_Ground_Matrl String
Swing_Colorful Short integer

Blacktop_Presence Short integer
Stand_Bridges Short integer

Stand_Platforms Short integer
Stand_Condition String

Other_Pretend_panels Short integer
Other_Sound_tubes Short integer
Other_Game_Panels Short integer

Other_Water_Spray_ground Short integer
Other_Other Short integer
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Boolean Value for Spring Toy Presence
Lookup Value for Spring Toy Condition

Lookup Value for Spring Toy Ground Material
Boolean Value for Colorful Spring Toys
Boolean Value for Seesaw Presence
Lookup Value for Seesaw Condition

Lookup Value for Seesaw Ground Material
Boolean Value for Colorful Seesaw

Boolean Value for Imagine Toy Presence
Number of Animal Imagine Toys
Number of Vehicle Imagine Toys
Number of Building Imagine Toys

Lookup Value for Imagine Toy Condition
Lookup Value for Imagine Toy Ground Material

Boolean Value for Colorful Imagine Toys

SpringToy_Presence Short integer
SpringToy_Condition String

SpringToy_Ground_Material String
SpringToy_Colorful Short integer
SeeSaw_Presence Short integer
SeeSaw_Condition String

SeeSaw_Ground_Material String
SeeSaw_Colorful Short integer

Imagine_Presence Short integer
ImagineType_Animals Short integer
ImagineType_Vehicles Short integer
ImagineType_Buildings Short integer

Imagine_Condition String
Imagine_Ground_Material String

Imagine_Colorful Short integer

OOtherPlayComponents_Complete (Continued)

Data typeField name Description

Table
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PAthFieldsandOtherAreas_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.
Number of Badminton Play Areas 

Number of Baseball Fields
Number of Batting Cages

Number of Basketball Courts
Number of Football Fields

Number of Frisbee Golf Courses
Number of Handball Ccourts
Number of Horseshoe PIts

Number of Shuffle Board Areas
Number of Skating Areas
Number of Soccer Fields

Number of Volleyball Courts
Number of Tennis Courts

Name of Other Type of Play Area
Number of Other Type of Play Areas

Lookup Value for Field Condition
Lookup Value for Field Cleanliness

Lookup Value for Field Surface Material
Lookup Value for Playground Proximity

Boolean Value for Striped Field Presence
Boolean Value for Field Area Restroom Presence
Boolean Value for Field Area Seating Presence

Boolean Value for Field Perimeter Presence
Lookup Value for Courts Surface Condition
Lookup Value for Courts Surface Material
Lookup Value for Playground Proximity

Boolean Value for Court Stripe Presence
Lookup Value for Court Stripe Condition
Boolean Value for Court Area Restrooms

Boolean Value for Court Area Seating
Boolean Value for Court Area Drinking Fountain

Boolean Value for Court Perimeter Presence
Boolean Value for Court Components Presence
Boolean Value for Court Trash Can Presence
Boolean Value for Court Rules Sign Presence

Boolean Value for Court Lighting Presence

Table

P_AthleticFieldsAndOtherAreas_ObservationUnit Short integer
Badmnt_Num Long integer

BaseballFields_Num Long integer
BatCage_num Long integer

BasktBallcourts_Num Long integer
FootballField_Num Long integer

FrisbeeGolfCourseNum Short integer
HandballcourtNum Short integer
HorseshoePitNum Long integer
ShuffleBoard_num Long integer
SkateAreas_Num Long integer

SoccerFields_Num Long integer
VballCourts_Num Long integer

TennisCourts_Num Short integer
OtherName String
OtherNum Long integer

Field_Condition String
Field_Cleanliness String

Field_GroundSurface String
Field_PlaygroundPrx String

Field_Striped Short integer
Field_Restrooms Short integer

Field_Seating Short integer
Perimeter Short integer

Courts_SurfaceCondtn String
Courts_Surface String

Courts_PlaygroundPrx String
Courts_Striped Short integer

Courts_Stripe_Qualty String
Courts_Restrooms Short integer

Courts_Seating Short integer
Courts_DrinkFountain Short integer

Courts_Perimeter Short integer
Courts_Components Short integer
Courts_TrashCans Short integer
Courts_RulesSign Short integer
Courts_Lighting Short integer
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QParkInformation_Complete

Data typeField name Description
ParkName String
ParkZone String Park Zone Number

Park_Code Short integer Park Code Number
ParkZoneID Double ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Observation_Record_ObservationUnit Object ID
DeviceID String
ParkID Short integer Park ID Number (Unused)

Observer String
Observer2 String

ObservationDate Date Observation Date
StartTime Date Start Time of Observation
EndTime Date End Time of Observation (Unused)
TotalTime String Total Observation Time (Unused)

FacilityType String Lookup Value for Facility Type
Note String Observation Notes

Boolean Value for Rec Center Hours Presence
Boolean Value for Greenway through Park

Boolean Value for Greenway Beside the park
Boolean Value for Greenway Terminating in Park

Boolean Value for Storage Presence
Boolean Value for Vehicle Only Entrance

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.

Lookup Value of Park Name

Lookup Value of Tablet PC ID

Lookup Value for Primary Observer Name
Lookup Value for Secondary Observer Name

Table

Boolean Value for Vehicle and Pedestrian Entrance
Boolean Value for Entrance Sign Presence

Boolean Value for Rec Center Presence

Rec_Center_Hours_Posted Short integer
Greenway_Through_Park Short integer
Greenway_Side_of_Park Short integer

Greenway_Terminate_in_Park Short integer
Storage Short integer

Entrance_Vehicle_only Short integer
Entrance_Vehicle_and_Pedestrian Short integer

Entrance_Sign Short integer
Entrance_Parking_Lot Short integer
Entrance_Bike_Rack Short integer

Entrance_Connection_to_Trail/path Short integer

Boolean Value for Entrance Parking Lot
Boolean Value for Bike Rack Presence

Rec_Community_Center Short integer

Boolean Value for Entrance Connection to Trail/Path
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Appendix 2 – SOPARC Observation Form and Data Description 
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SOPARCWeek1 (same data elements for all  SOPARC Observation Tables)

Data typeField name Description

Observation ID Number Based on Round Number
Observation Data (six digit code for day)

Park Code

Boolean Value for Pictures Take/Not Taken

Observation Start Time
Park Zone

ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)
Coded Shade Value

Coded Condition Value
Boolean Value for Play Equipment Presence

Coded Primary Observer Number

Primary Key

Coded Secondary Observer Number

Boolean Value for Reliability Round
Observation Number

Table

Observation Number – Unique to each Tablet PC.
Number of Female Adults Present

Number of Male Adults Present
Coded Adult Role Value

Number of Young Female Sedentary Children
Number of Young Female Walking Children

Number of Young Female Very Active Children
Coded Activity for Very Active Young Females

Number of Young Male Sedentary Children
Number of Young Male Walking Children

Number of Young Male Very Active  Children
Coded Activity for Very Active Young Males

Number of Middle Age Female Sedentary Children
Number of Middle Age Female Walking Children

Number of Middle Age Female Very Active Children
Coded Activity for Very Active Middle Females

Number of Middle Age Male Sedentary Children
Number of Middle Age Male Walking Children

Number of Middle Age Male Very Active Children
Coded Activity for Very Active Middle Males
Number of Older Female Sedentary Children

Number of Older Female Walking Children
Number of Older Female Very Active Children
Coded Activity for Very Active Older Females

Number of Older Male Sedentary Children
Number of Older Male Walking Children

Number of Older Male Very Active Children
Coded Activity for Very Active Older Males

Boolean Value for Climbing Feature Presence
Observation End Time

Observation Notes
Data Entry Date

Coded Value for Date Entry Individual

ID Object ID
IDNUM Double
DATE Double
PARK Double

OBSERVER Double
PARTNER Double

PICS Double
RELIABILITY Double

Obs Double
START Double
ZONE Double

PARKZONEID Double
SHADE Double
COND Double

EQ Double
PLAY Double

NO-FEMA Double
NO-MAA Double

AR Double
FYCS Double
FYCW Double
FYCV Double

FYC-AC Double
MYCS Double
MYCW Double
MYCV Double

MYC-AC Double
FMCS Double
FMCW Double
FMCV Double

FMC-AC Double
MMVS* Double
MMCW Double
MMCV Double

MMC-AC Double
FOCS Double
FOCW Double
FOCV Double

FOC-AC Double
MOCS Double
MOCW Double
MOCV Long integer

MOC-AC Double
END Double
END2 Double

NOTES String
DE Double

DEP Double

*Note: * It is believed that this field should be "MMCS" to represent Male Middle Childhood Sedentary.  
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Appendix 3 – Interview Form and Data Description 

 
Interview Form 
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Interview Data Description 
 

Table
IntData112807

Data typeField name Description

Tracking Number
Coded Interviewer Number

Date of Interview

Park Code

Children’s Apparent Activity at Time of Interview
Primary Adult Activity
Primary Child Activity

Age of First Female Child
Age of Second Female Child
Age of Third Female Child

Date of Interview

Primary Key

Interview Start Time

Park Zone
ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

Age of First Male Child
Age of Second Male Child

Age of Third Male Child
Age of Fourth Male Child

Coded Frequency of Visits to Park
Adult Activities
Child Activities

Name of Area/Equipment Used by Adult
Name of Area/Equipment Used by Children

Name of Area/Equipment Used by Children and Adults Together
Coded Frequency of Visits to Park

Coded Days for Park Visits
Coded Time of Day for Park Visits

Name of Other Parks Most Often Used
Reasons for Using Other Parks
Coded Travel Method to Park

Name of Other Methods Used to Travel to Park
Coded Path Use for Walking/Bicycle Travel to Park

Name of Other Walking/Bicycle Paths Not Listed in Previous
Boolean Value for Children Allowed to Independently Use Park

Age of First Child Allowed to Use Park Independently
Age of Second Child Allowed to Use Park Independently

Age of Third Child Allowed to Use Park Independently
Coded Frequency of Independent Visits

Coded Origin of Trip to Park
Name of Other Origin of Trip to Park

Travel Time to Park
Coded Ease of Accessibility of Park

Response to Why Access was Easy or Not Easy
Age that Child Would be Allowed to Visit Park with Other Children

Age that Child Would be Allowed to Visit Park Alone
Boolean Value for if a Park is within Walking Distance from Home

Name of Nearest Street Intersection from Home

ID Object ID
ID NUM Double

INT Double
DAY String

DATE Date
TIME Double
PARK Double

PARKZ Double
PARKZONEID Double

CAA String
PADU String
PAC String

FAGE1 Double
FAGE2 Double
FAGE3 Long integer
MAGE1 Double
MAGE2 Double
MAGE3 Double
MALE4* Long integer
OFTEN Double
SADU String
SAC String

ADAREA String
CAREA String
JAREA String

POFTEN Double
USEDAY Double
USETIME Long integer
OTHERP String

OTHERPW String
TRAVEL Double

TRAVELO String
WALK Double

WALKO String
INDEP Double

INDAGE1 Double
INDAGE2 Long integer
INDAGE3 Long integer
INOFTEN Double
ORIGIN Double

ORIGINO String
TTIME Double
EASY Double

YEASY String
ALLOW1 String
ALLOW2 String
NHOME Double

NEAREST String
RESTR Double
DRINK Double

PLAYEQ Double
PICNIC Double

Coded Value for Satisfaction with Park Restrooms
Coded Value for Satisfaction with Park Drinking Fountains
Coded Value for Satisfaction with Park Playground Equipment

Coded Value for Satisfaction with Park Picnic Areas  
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Table (continued). 

Table

FIELDS Double
TRAILS Double
LANDSC Double
MAINT Double
STAFF Double

RSTNOT String
LNDNOT String
SATNOT String

LIKEC String
LIKEAD String
NOTC String

NOTAD String
BFF Double

EXERC Double
STRESS Double

FIT Double
OUTDOOR Double

EXCITE Double
GENDER Double

LIVED Double
USIX Double
6T12 Double
13T18 Double

ETHNIC Double
RACE Double

RACEO String
RENT Double
EDUC Double

EMPLOY Double
SAFE Double

SAFEO1 String
NSAFE Double
PCRIME Double
SAFEO2 String
FSAFE Double

SAFEO3 String
RECRIME Double

LIFEST Double
COMMU Double

PVALUES Double
LSAT Double

AWARE Double
CHILDO Double
SPORT Double
PLAY Double

FAMILY Double
CPA Double

FRIEND Double
BENNOT String

Coded Value for Satisfaction with Park Athletic Courts/Fields
Coded Value for Satisfaction with Park Trails/Paths
Coded Value for Satisfaction with Park Landscaping
Coded Value for Satisfaction with Park Maintenance

Coded Value for Satisfaction with Park Staff
Notes for Restroom Response

Notes for Landscaping Response
General Satisfaction Notes

Suggestions for Improving Park for Children
Suggestions for Improving Park for Adults

Problems that Prevent Optimal Park Use by Children
Problems that Prevent Optimal Park Use by Adults

Coded Importance of Being with Friends and Family as Reason for Visit
Coded Importance of Exercise as Reason for Visit

Coded Importance of Stress Relief as Reason for Visit
Coded Importance of Keeping Fit as Reason for Visit

Coded Importance of Enjoying the Outdoors as Reason for Visit
Coded Importance of Something Challengin/Exciting as Reason for Visit

Boolean Value for Male (1) or Female (2)
Length of time (in years) Interviewee has Lived in Durham

Number of Household Members under Age 6
Number of Household Members between 6 and 12

Number of Household Members between 13 and 18
Boolean Value for Hispanic or Latino (1)  or Not Hispanic or Latino (2)

Coded Response for Race
Name of Other Race Not Listed in Previous

Boolean Value for Renting Home (1) or Owning Home (2)
Coded Value for Level of Education

Coded Value for Employment
Coded Park Neighborhood Safety Impression

Other Park Neighborhood Safety Concerns
Coded Park Safety Impression
Coded Park Crime Impression
Other Park Safety Concerns

Coded Park Facility/Equipment Safety Impression
Other Facility/Equipment Safety Concerns

Coded Significance of Park Reducing Crime
Coded Significance of Park Promoting a Healthy Lifestyle

Coded Significance of Park Promoting Stronger Feelings of Community
Coded Significance of Park Increasing Adjacent Property Values
Coded Significance of Park Increasing Individual Life Satisfaction

Coded Significance of Park Increasing Community Awareness
Coded Significance of Park Keeping Children Occupied

Coded Significance of Park Teaching Teamwork Through Sports
Coded Significance of Park Opportunity for Outdoor Play for Children
Coded Significance of Park Opportunity for Family to Play Together
Coded Significance of Park Increasing Children’s Physical Activity

Coded Significance of Park Helping Children Make Friends
Notes on Park Benefits

IntData112807 (Continued)

Data typeField name Description
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Appendix 4 – Park Service Area Data Description 

Simple feature class

ArcGIS Identifier (Primary Key)
ArcGIS Geometry Identification Field

Static Identifier for Starting Park Service Area (Quarter Mile Parcel)
Total Population in Park Service Area

Total White Population
Total African American Population

Racial Heterogeneity Measure
Total Latino Hispanic Population

Total Owner Occupied Housing Units
Total Number of Housing Units

Total Number of Single Parent Households
Total Number of Households

Area of Quarter Mile Parcel in Acres
Area of Quarter Mile Parcel iin Square Miles

Coded Importance of Stress Relief as Reason for Visit
Coded Importance of Keeping Fit as Reason for Visit

Total Number of Male Children 0-5 Ages
Total Number of Female Children 0-5 Ages
Total Number of Male Children 6-12 Ages

Total Number of Female Children 6-12 Ages
Total Number of Male Children 13-18 Ages

Total Number of Female Children 13-18 Ages
Total Population Age 18 and Greater

Static Text Field Identifying Erase Fields to the Right
Coded Response for Race

Name of Other Race Not Listed in Previous
Boolean Value for Renting Home (1) or Owning Home (2)

Coded Value for Level of Education
Coded Value for Employment

Coded Park Neighborhood Safety Impression
Number of Total Crime Incidents in Service Area (Park Erased)

Number of Aggravated Assaults 
Number of Burglaries

Number of Controlled Substances Crimes
Number of Homocides

Number of Prostitution Crimes
Number of Robberies

Number of Simple Assaults
Number of Weapons Violations

Number of Other Types of Crime
Area in Acres of Census Blocks Associated with Quarter Mile Area

ArcGIS Polygon Length Field
ArcGIS Polygon Area Field

Park Code

Data typeField name Description

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry

GoodParcel String
TotPop_BL Long integer
TotWhit_BL Long integer
TotAfAm_BL Long integer
SocHete_BL Double
TotLatn_BL Long integer

TotOnOc_BL Long integer
TotHous_BL Long integer
TotSgPt_BL Long integer
TotHouH_BL Long integer
Area_Acre Double
Area_SqMi Double

TotHSGd_BG Long integer
Pop_BPv_BG Long integer
TMa0_5_BG Long integer
TFe0_5_BG Long integer

TMa6_12_BG Long integer
TFe6_12_BG Long integer
TMa1318_BG Long integer
TFe1318_BG Long integer
Tot18Pl_BG Long integer
DE_Fields String
DE_SqFt Double
DE_Acres Double
DE_CDS Short integer
DE_GT2 Short integer
DE_GT3 Short integer

ParkName String
DE_CrmTot Long integer

Agg_Aslt Short integer
Burglary Short integer

Contl_Sub Short integer
Homicide Short integer
Prostiton Short integer
Robbery Short integer
Smp_Aslt Short integer
Weapons Short integer

Other Short integer
BG_TArea_A Double

Shape_Length Double
Shape_Area Double
ParkCode Double

FH_LandForm_withoutPark (Park Service Area Data) Contains Z values
Contains M values

Geometry Polygon
No
No
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Appendix 5: Behavioral Mapping Data 

 
Part 1 – Electronic Observations  
 
Thirty-two (32) comparison observations were collected by an observer during the 11/9/07 
Case Study.  The data table below presents the obtained data.  Unused fields have been 
hidden to allow for data presentation. 
 

FID Shape * DATE_ GEND AGE ADULT_INT CHILD_INT ACT_LEV TIME ROUND X_Long Y_Lat Upd_ObsNo
1 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T T Moderate 2:05:39 PM 1 9515.512461 -1903.402587 2
2 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T T Sedentary 2:06:05 PM 1 9522.109217 -1892.407993 3
0 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T F Sedentary 2:04:11 PM 1 9539.816293 -2008.496182 1
3 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young F T Moderate 2:06:26 PM 1 9522.658947 -1887.460425 4
4 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young F T Moderate 2:06:48 PM 1 9518.261109 -1898.45502 5
5 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young F F Moderate 2:16:21 PM 2 9578.181649 -2011.699342 6
6 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T T Sedentary 2:17:44 PM 2 9540.525163 -1938.860154 7
7 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T T Sedentary 2:18:09 PM 2 9539.975433 -1933.362857 8
8 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T T Sedentary 2:18:25 PM 2 9542.724082 -1934.462316 9
9 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T T Moderate 2:18:55 PM 2 9544.923001 -1938.310424 10

10 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T T Moderate 2:30:34 PM 3 9524.583001 -1958.650424 11
11 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T T Moderate 2:31:05 PM 3 9526.23219 -1959.200154 12
12 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T F Moderate 2:31:24 PM 3 9522.933812 -1971.294207 13
13 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T F Moderate 2:32:12 PM 3 9585.328135 -2008.950693 14
14 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T F Moderate 2:32:30 PM 3 9583.129216 -2010.599882 15
15 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T T Moderate 2:43:05 PM 4 9579.281108 -2012.798801 16
16 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T T Moderate 2:44:03 PM 4 9582.579486 -1960.574478 17
17 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T T Moderate 2:44:19 PM 4 9575.98273 -1973.218261 18
18 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T T Moderate 2:44:44 PM 4 9572.684352 -1968.270694 19
19 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T F Sedentary 3:00:54 PM 5 9529.805433 -1977.616099 20
20 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T T Sedentary 3:01:38 PM 5 9534.753001 -1977.066369 21
21 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T T Moderate 3:01:58 PM 5 9532.004352 -1966.071775 22
22 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T T Moderate 3:02:12 PM 5 9534.203271 -1961.673937 23
23 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young F F Moderate 3:04:20 PM 6 9586.977324 -2008.400963 24
24 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young F T Moderate 3:04:39 PM 6 9578.731378 -1972.118802 25
25 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young F F Moderate 3:04:54 PM 6 9573.783811 -1971.569072 26
26 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young F F Moderate 3:05:18 PM 6 9535.302731 -1978.165829 27
27 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T F Moderate 3:11:29 PM 7 9582.579486 -1957.2761 28
28 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T F Moderate 3:11:53 PM 7 9577.082189 -1966.071775 29
29 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T F Moderate 3:12:22 PM 7 9578.181649 -2013.348531 30
30 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T F Sedentary 3:12:38 PM 7 9586.427595 -2010.599882 31
31 Point 11/9/2007 Male Young T F Sedentary 3:26:23 PM 8 9580.380568 -2011.699342 32
32 Point 11/9/2007 Femal Young T F Moderate 3:26:46 PM 8 9588.076784 -2017.196639 33
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Part 2 - Control Observations 
Thirty (30) control observations were collected during the 11/9/07 Case Study.  The data 
table below presents the obtained data.  Unused fields or CAD-specific fields have been 
hidden to allow for data presentation. 
 

FID Entity X_Long Y_Lat Gender AdultInter Age ChildInter ActivityLe Round setting Upd_ObsNo
0 Point 9536.017048 -2005.429192 Boy 1 Young 0 Sedentary 1 pathway 1
1 Point 9514.521903 -1905.597023 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 1 swing 2
2 Point 9517.623118 -1900.223728 Boy 1 Young 1 Sedentary 1 swing 3
3 Point 9520.104431 -1895.263652 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 1 swing 4
4 Point 9522.585403 -1890.51029 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 1 swing 5
5 Point 9586.680709 -2010.377303 Boy 0 Young 0 Moderate 2 swing 6
6 Point 9522.585403 -1956.437023 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 2 playhouse 7
7 Point 9512.040589 -1949.410438 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 2 pathway 8
8 Point 9509.766137 -1948.170368 Boy 1 Young 1 Sedentary 2 pathway 9
9 Point 9536.645156 -1970.077179 Boy 0 Young 1 Moderate 3 playhouse 10

10 Point 9538.712746 -1971.730469 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 3 playhouse 11
11 Point 9531.269147 -1986.197063 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 3 sand 12
12 Point 9579.753626 -2012.360103 Girl 1 Middle 1 Vigorous 3 swing 13
13 Point 9586.060467 -2010.17059 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 3 swing 14
14 Point 9592.818858 -1954.22631 Boy 1 Young 0 Moderate 4 playstructure 15
15 Point 9585.880617 -1943.273627 Girl 0 Young 0 Moderate 4 playstructure 16
16 Point 9578.759448 -1977.409913 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 4 playstructure 17
17 Point 9574.559986 -1972.480989 Girl 1 Middle 1 Moderate 4 playstructure 18
18 Point 9538.589828 -1969.377723 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 5 playhouse 19
19 Point 9535.485812 -1965.179365 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 5 playhouse 20
20 Point 9528.838153 -1957.13808 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 5 playhouse 21
21 Point 9526.464008 -1957.685902 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 5 playhouse 22
22 Point 9579.169582 -2012.31016 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 6 swing 23
23 Point 9575.139227 -1971.036888 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 6 playstructure 24
24 Point 9572.843644 -1969.576525 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 6 playstructure 25
25 Point 9539.452426 -1972.497344 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 6 playhouse 26
26 Point 9577.01748 -1957.893251 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 7 playstructure 27
27 Point 9579.521861 -1957.267395 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 7 playstructure 28
28 Point 9579.104399 -2013.180154 Girl 1 Young 1 Sedentary 7 swing 29
29 Point 9585.991413 -2010.676635 Girl 1 Young 1 Moderate 7 swing 30
30 Point 9579.730526 -2013.597453 Boy 1 Young 1 Moderate 8 swing 31
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Behavioral Mapping Data Description 
 

Electronic Observation Data 
Simple feature class

ArcGIS Identifier (Primary Key)
ArcGIS Geometry Identification Field

Observation Number

Age Grouping of Observed Child (Young, Middle, Old)

Boolean Value for Child Interaction (True vs False)
Activity Level of Observed Child (Sedentary, Moderate, Vigorous)

Data typeField name Description

Contains Z values
Contains M values

Geometry Point
No
NoBehav_Map_Obs_K (Electronic Behavioral Mapping Obs.)

Boolean Value for Adult Interaction (True vs False)

Time of Observation

Date of Observation
Gender of Observed Child (Male vs Female)

Observation Round Number
Boolean Value for Displaying Point

Drawing Space X Coordinates

Park Name

ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)
Park Code

Drawing Space Y Coordinates
Observation Number Used for Spatial Comparison

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry

OBS_NO Short integer
DATE_ Date
GEND String
AGE String

ADULT_INT String
CHILD_INT String
ACT_LEV String

TIME_ String
ROUND String

SELECTED String
X_Long Double
Y_Lat Double

Upd_ObsNo Short integer
ParkName String
ParkCode Double

ParkZoneID Double
 

 
Traditional Observation Data 

Simple feature class

ArcGIS Identifier (Primary Key)
ArcGIS Geometry Identification Field

Drawing Space X Coordinates

Date of Observation

Gender of Observed Child (Boy vs Girl)
Boolean Value for Adult Interaction

Data typeField name Description

Contains Z values
Contains M values

Geometry Point
No
NoBehav_Map_ControlObs (Traditional Behavioral Mapping Obs.)

Time of Observation (Unused)

Age Grouping of Observed Child (Young, Middle, Old)

Drawing Space Y Coordinates
Identifier Number

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry
X_Long Double
Y_Lat Double
FID_1 Double
Date_ Date
Time_ Date
Gender String

AdultInter Double
Age String

ChildInter Double
ActivityLe String

Round Double
setting String

Upd_ObsNo Short integer
ParkName String
ParkCode Double

ParkZoneID Double

Boolean Value for Child Interaction
Activity Level of Observed Child (Sedentary, Moderate, Vigorous)

Observation Round Number

Park Name

ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)
Park Code

Play Setting
Observation Number Used for Spatial Comparison
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Appendix 6 – Behavioral Mapping Reference Data Descriptions 

Simple feature class

ArcGIS Identifier (Primary Key)
ArcGIS Geometry Identification Field

AutoCAD Entity Type Field
AutoCAD Origin Layer

AutoCAD Block Line Type
AutoCAD Reference Name

ArcGIS Shape Length
Park Name
Park Code

Data typeField name Description

Contains Z values
Contains M values

Geometry Polyline
Yes
YesFH_Behav_Map_Park_Lines

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry
Entity String
Layer String

BlkLinetyp String
RefName String

Shape_Length Double
ParkName String
ParkCode Double

 

 

Simple feature class

ArcGIS Identifier (Primary Key)
ArcGIS Geometry Identification Field

AutoCAD Reference Name
ArcGIS Shape Length

Park Name
Park Code

Data typeField name Description

Contains Z values
Contains M values

Geometry Polygon
Yes
YesFH_Behav_Map_Park_Poly

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry

RefName String
Shape_Length Double
Shape_Area Double
ParkName String
ParkCode Double

ArcGIS Shape Area
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Appendix 7 – Park Zones Data Descriptions 

 
Simple feature class

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry
Layer String

DocName String
Zone_ Double

Shape_Length Double
Shape_Area Double
ParkName String
ParkCode Double

ParkZoneID Double

ArcGIS Identifier (Primary Key)
ArcGIS Geometry Identification Field

AutoCAD Layer Name

ArcGIS Shape Length

Park Name
Park Code

Data typeField name Description

Contains Z values
Contains M values

Geometry Polygon
No
NoFH_Zones_All

ArcGIS Shape Area

ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

AutoCAD Document Name
Zone Number

 
 

Simple feature class

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry
Layer String

DocName String
Zone_ Double

Shape_Length Double
Shape_Area Double
ParkName String
ParkCode Double

ParkZoneID Double

ArcGIS Identifier (Primary Key)
ArcGIS Geometry Identification Field

AutoCAD Layer Name

ArcGIS Shape Length

Park Name
Park Code

Data typeField name Description

Contains Z values
Contains M values

Geometry Polygon
No
NoFH_Zone888

ArcGIS Shape Area

ParkZoneID (Park Code + Park Zone)

AutoCAD Document Name
Zone Number
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Appendix 8: Data Collection Tool Visual Basic Application Code 

 

The following VBA code was adapted from an ESRI ArcScript Sample Template - Tree 

Inventory Mobile Application (TIMA) to activate the Data Collection Tool and begin 

recording observations in the New_Observ.shp file (ESRI 2004).  

 

‘Modified by Margaret Blanchard 
 
Option Explicit 
Sub AddObservation 
   Dim dblX, dblY, objToolButton, blnLyrExists 
   'Get a reference to the tool button object  
   Set objToolButton = ThisEvent.Object 
   'Initialize blnLyrExists flag to False 
   blnLyrExists = False 
   'If Observation layer exists,  
   'set the blnLyrExists flag to true 
   Dim objLyr 
   For Each objLyr in Map.Layers 
 If StrComp (objLyr.Name, "New_Observ", 1) = 0 Then 
       blnLyrExists = True 
       Exit For 
     End If 
   Next 
   'If Observation layer does not exist:  
   'Notify the user, return the tool button to its original state, and exit. 
   If Not blnLyrExists Then 
 MsgBox "The New Observation layer is not present in the current map.", vbExclamation, 
"Layer not present" 
     objToolButton.Click 
     Exit Sub 
   End If 
   'If the Observation layer does exist: 
   'Get the coordinates of the map where the user clicked 
   dblX = Map.PointerX 
   dblY = Map.PointerY 
   'Get a reference to the Observation Layer object 
   Dim objLayer 
 Set objLayer = Map.Layers("New_Observ") 
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   'If the layer may be made editable, make it editable 
   If objLayer.CanEdit Then 
     objLayer.Editable = True 
     'Add a new observation (point feature) at the clicked location 
     Call Map.AddFeatureXY(dblX,dblY) 
      End If   
 End Sub 
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Appendix 9 – Visual Basic Application Code for Hide Points and Hide/Unhide Points 

Applet 

 

The following VBA Code was adapted from Jianwei Dou, Bowling Green State University as 

provided as the ESRI Sample Applet - Multiple Selection Applet for ArcPad (6.0) Point 

Layer (ESRI 2006) to activate the Hide Points applet and make displayed points invisible.  

The function allows for the user to start each session with no visible points in the Data 

Collection Application.  This eliminates cluttering of the workspace and the possibility of 

biased recording. 

 

Part 1 - Visual Basic Code for Hide Points Applet 

'Modified by Margaret E. Blanchard: 
' Select multiple points, one by one or by rectangle 
' by Jianwei Dou 
' Dpet of Geology, Dept. of Computer Science 
' Bowling Green State University 
' doujw@yahoo.com 
  
 
Option Explicit 
Sub SelectPtByRect 
 Dim sdlayer, sdRS, sdShape, aPt 
 ' get the layer 
 Set sdlayer = Application.Map.EditLayer 
 If sdlayer Is Nothing Then 
  msgbox "Set one point layer to editable first" 
  map.refresh 
  Exit Sub 
 End If 
  Dim aRect  
  Set aRect = Application.Map.TrackRectangle  
  If aRect Is Nothing Then  
   Exit Sub 
  End If  
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 ' get the recordset 
  Set sdRS = sdlayer.Records 
 ' get the field 
  Set sdShape = sdRS.Fields.Shape 
  'Get the selected feature's ShapeType. 
 sdRS.moveFirst 
  Dim intI 
  For intI = 1 To sdRS.RecordCount 
    Set aPt = sdRS.Fields.Shape 
  If  aRect.Ispointin(aPt) Then 
   sdRS.Fields("selected").Value = True 
  End If 
   sdRS.movenext 
 Next 
sdRs.update 
map.refresh   ' must refresh, if else, the symbology  will not change 
Set sdLayer = Nothing 
Set aPt = Nothing 
Set sdRS = Nothing 
Set sdShape = Nothing 
Set aRect = Nothing 
End Sub 
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Part 2 - Visual Basic Code for Hide/Unhide Points Applet 
 
The following VB code represents the final code that allows the Hide Points Applet to toggle 

between hiding points and unhiding points.   

 
'Modified by Margaret E. Blanchard: 
' Select mutiple points, one by one or by rectangle 
' by Jianwei Dou 
' Dpet of Geology, Dept. of Computer Science 
' Bowling Green State University 
' doujw@yahoo.com 
  
 
Option Explicit 
 
Sub SelectPtByRect 
 
 Dim sdlayer, sdRS, sdShape, aPt 
 
 ' get the layer 
 Set sdlayer = Application.Map.EditLayer 
 If sdlayer Is Nothing Then 
  msgbox "Set one point layer to editable first" 
  map.refresh 
  Exit Sub 
 End If 
 
  Dim aRect  
  Set aRect = Application.Map.TrackRectangle  
 
  If aRect Is Nothing Then  
   Exit Sub 
  End If  
 
 ' get the recordset 
  Set sdRS = sdlayer.Records 
 ' get the field 
  Set sdShape = sdRS.Fields.Shape 
  'Get the selected feature's ShapeType. 
  
 sdRS.moveFirst 
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  Dim intI 
  For intI = 1 To sdRS.RecordCount 
    Set aPt = sdRS.Fields.Shape 
  If  aRect.Ispointin(aPt) and sdRS.Fields("selected").Value=0 Then 
   sdRS.Fields("selected").Value = True 
  Else sdRS.Fields("selected").Value = False 
  End If 
   sdRS.movenext 
 Next 
 
sdRs.update 
map.refresh   ' must refresh, if else, the symbology will not change 
 
Set sdLayer = Nothing 
Set aPt = Nothing 
Set sdRS = Nothing 
Set sdShape = Nothing 
Set aRect = Nothing 
 
End Sub 
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Appendix 10 – Customized Application and Toolbar Visual Basic Code 

 

The following VBA Code was adapted from code provided by ESRI on the ArcGIS 

Knowledge Base Technical Articles section of the Website (ESRI 2007b). This code calls a 

customized model in the IPARK Toolbox.  This same code was also used to call the Select 

Layer by Attribute and the Make Query Table tools.   

 

‘Modified by Margaret E. Blanchard: 
 
Public Sub IPARKModel1_Click() 
  Dim pGP As Object 
  Set pGP = CreateObject("esriGeoprocessing.GPDispatch.1") 
 
  Dim pApplication As IApplication 
  Set pApplication = Application 
 
  Dim pUID As New UID 
  pUID = "esriGeoprocessingUI.ArcToolboxExtension" 
 
  Dim pArcToolboxExtension As IArcToolboxExtension 
  Set pArcToolboxExtension = Application.FindExtensionByCLSID(pUID) 
 
  Dim pArcToolbox As IArcToolbox 
  Set pArcToolbox = pArcToolboxExtension.ArcToolbox 
 
  Dim pTool As IGPTool 
  Set pTool = pArcToolbox.GetToolbyNameString("IPARKModel") 
 
  Dim pCommand As IGPToolCommandHelper 
  Set pCommand = New GPToolCommandHelper 
 
  pCommand.SetTool pTool 
  pCommand.Invoke Nothing 
 
End Sub 
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Appendix 11 – Research Question 1 Output Tables  (“Is the presence or features of play 

equipment potentially related to use of a park?”)  

 

Output Table 

OBJECTID NPlaySetFe NPlaySet_1 NPlaySet_2 NPlaySet_3 NPlaySet_4 NPlaySet_5 NPlaySet_6 
1 Duke 1 5 51 T04 0 Timia Thompson 
2 Duke 2 5 52 T04 0 Timia Thompson 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySet_7 NPlaySet_8 NPlaySet_9 NPlaySe_10 NPlaySe_11 NPlaySe_12 NPlaySe_13 NPlaySe_14 
Kashif 
Norville 39295 18991230   N  0 
Kashif 
Norville 39295 18991230   N  0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_15 NPlaySe_16 NPlaySe_17 NPlaySe_18 NPlaySe_19 NPlaySe_20 NPlaySe_21 NPlaySe_22 
1  PROX3 1 0 1 0 1 
1  PROX2 1 1 0 0 0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_23 NPlaySe_24 NPlaySe_25 NPlaySe_26 NPlaySe_27 NPlaySe_28 NPlaySe_29 NPlaySe_30 

0 0 PROX3 
Mulch / 
Woodchip NATE3 1 0  

0 0 PROX3 Rubberized NATE2 1 0  
 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_31 NPlaySe_32 NPlaySe_33 NPlaySe_34 NPlaySe_35 NPlaySe_36 NPlaySe_37 NPlaySe_38 
0 0 0 0 0 1 4 2 
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_39 NPlaySe_40 NPlaySe_41 NPlaySe_42 NPlaySe_43 NPlaySe_44 NPlaySe_45 NPlaySe_46 
0 PEX3 1 1 0 5 0 1 
0 PEX2 1 1 0 0 1 0 
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Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_47 NPlaySe_48 NPlaySe_49 NPlaySe_50 NPlaySe_51 NPlaySe_52 NPlaySe_53 NPlaySe_54 
5 PEX3 1 1 2 6 PEX2 0 
1 PEX2 1 1 0 2 PEX2 0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_55 NPlaySe_56 NPlaySe_57 NPlaySe_58 NPlaySe_59 NPlaySe_60 NPlaySe_61 NPlaySe_62 
0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_63 NPlaySe_64 NPlaySe_65 Duke_All_Z Duke_All_1 Duke_All_2 Duke_All_3 Duke_All_4 
0 PEX3 Mulch/wood 10 Zone 1 Duke Park 5 51 
0   4 Zone 2 Duke Park 5 52 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

Duke_All_5 Duke_All_6 Duke_All_7 
1 432.889825 9644.151567 
2 189.730630 2150.572715 
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Appendix 12 – Research Question 2 Output Tables (“Do local crime statistics 

potentially affect park users’ feelings about park safety?”) 

 

Output Table 

OBJECTID SOPARCWeek SOPARCWe_1 SOPARCWe_2 SOPARCWe_3 SOPARCWe_4 __We_5 __We_6 
1 339 60607 5 1 3 0 1 
2 339 60607 5 1 3 0 0 
3 380 61007 5 4 6 0 1 
4 381 61007 5 6 4 0 1 
5 380 61007 5 4 6 0 0 
6 381 61007 5 6 4 0 1 
7 380 61007 5 4 6 0 1 
8 380 61007 5 4 6 0 0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

SOPARCWe_7 SOPARCWe_8 SOPARCWe_9 SOPARCW_10 SOPARCW_11 SOPARCW_12 __W_13 __W_14 
9 1043 1 51 1 0 0 1 

10 1047 1 51 0 0 0 1 
1 1058 1 51 1 0 0 1 
1 1058 1 51 1 0 0 1 
4 1109 7 57 1 0 0 1 
9 1139 1 51 1 0 0 1 
8 1139 1 51 1 0 0 1 

12 1148 9 59 1 0 1 1 
 

Output Table (Continued) 

SOPARCW_15 SOPARCW_16 SOPARCW_17 SOPARCW_18 SOPARCW_19 SOPARCW_20 __W_21 __W_22 
7 2 1 3 1 1 8 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 8 1 
2 3 2 2 0 1 8 0 
2 3 2 2 0 1 8 0 
0 1 2 0 0 1 8 0 
6 3 2 2 3 2 8 1 
6 3 2 2 3 2 8 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Output Table (Continued) 

SOPARCW_23 SOPARCW_24 SOPARCW_25 SOPARCW_26 SOPARCW_27 SOPARCW_28 __W_29 __W_30 
3 1 8 0 0 1 8 0 
1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 8 0 0 1 8 1 
1 1 8 0 0 1 8 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 8 0 
1 3 8 0 0 3 8 2 
1 3 8 0 0 3 8 2 
0 1 18 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

SOPARCW_31 SOPARCW_32 SOPARCW_33 SOPARCW_34 SOPARCW_35 SOPARCW_36 __W_37 __W_38 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 17 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

SOPARCW_39 SOPARCW_40 SOPARCW_41 SOPARCW_42 SOPARCW_43 __W_44 __W_45 __W_46 
0 0 0 1046 0  62807 2 
0 0 0 1048 0  62807 2 
0 0 0 1100 0  70507 2 
0 0 0 1100 0  70507 2 
0 0 0 1111 0  70507 2 
0 0 0 1142 0  70507 2 
0 0 0 1142 0  70507 2 
0 0 0 1149 0  70507 2 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

Duke_All_Z Duke_All_1 Duke_All_2 Duke_All_3 Duke_All_4 Duke_All_5 Duke_All_6 Duke_All_7 
10 Zone 1 Duke Park 5 51 1 432.889825 9644.151567 
10 Zone 1 Duke Park 5 51 1 432.889825 9644.151567 
10 Zone 1 Duke Park 5 51 1 432.889825 9644.151567 
10 Zone 1 Duke Park 5 51 1 432.889825 9644.151567 

2 Zone 7 Duke Park 5 57 7 582.414970 23806.982762 
10 Zone 1 Duke Park 5 51 1 432.889825 9644.151567 
10 Zone 1 Duke Park 5 51 1 432.889825 9644.151567 

9 Zone 9 Duke Park 5 59 9 1193.690187 84939.562568 
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Appendix 13 – Model Validation – Duke Park Output Tables 

 

Output Table 

OBJECTID NPlaySetFe NPlaySet_1 NPlaySet_2 NPlaySet_3 NPlaySet_4 NPlaySet_5 NPlaySet_6 
1 Duke 1 5 51 T04 0 Timia Thompson 
2 Duke 2 5 52 T04 0 Timia Thompson 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySet_7 NPlaySet_8 NPlaySet_9 NPlaySe_10 NPlaySe_11 NPlaySe_12 NPlaySe_13 NPlaySe_14 
Kashif 
Norville 39295 18991230   N  0 
Kashif 
Norville 39295 18991230   N  0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_15 NPlaySe_16 NPlaySe_17 NPlaySe_18 NPlaySe_19 NPlaySe_20 NPlaySe_21 NPlaySe_22 
1  PROX3 1 0 1 0 1 
1  PROX2 1 1 0 0 0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_23 NPlaySe_24 NPlaySe_25 NPlaySe_26 NPlaySe_27 NPlaySe_28 NPlaySe_29 NPlaySe_30 

0 0 PROX3 
Mulch / 
Woodchip NATE3 1 0  

0 0 PROX3 Rubberized NATE2 1 0  
 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_31 NPlaySe_32 NPlaySe_33 NPlaySe_34 NPlaySe_35 NPlaySe_36 NPlaySe_37 NPlaySe_38 
0 0 0 0 0 1 4 2 
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_39 NPlaySe_40 NPlaySe_41 NPlaySe_42 NPlaySe_43 NPlaySe_44 NPlaySe_45 NPlaySe_46 
0 PEX3 1 1 0 5 0 1 
0 PEX2 1 1 0 0 1 0 
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Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_47 NPlaySe_48 NPlaySe_49 NPlaySe_50 NPlaySe_51 NPlaySe_52 NPlaySe_53 NPlaySe_54 
5 PEX3 1 1 2 6 PEX2 0 
1 PEX2 1 1 0 2 PEX2 0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_55 NPlaySe_56 NPlaySe_57 NPlaySe_58 NPlaySe_59 NPlaySe_60 NPlaySe_61 NPlaySe_62 
0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

NPlaySe_63 NPlaySe_64 NPlaySe_65 Duke_All_Z Duke_All_1 Duke_All_2 Duke_All_3 Duke_All_4 
0 PEX3 Mulch/wood 10 Zone 1 Duke Park 5 51 
0   4 Zone 2 Duke Park 5 52 

 

Output Table (Continued) 

Duke_All_5 Duke_All_6 Duke_All_7 
1 432.889825 9644.151567 
2 189.730630 2150.572715 
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Appendix 14 – Entity-Relationship Diagram of Geodatabase 
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Figure Sections 1 and 2: 
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Figure Sections 3 and 4: 
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Figure Section 5: 
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Figure Section 6: 
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Figure Section 7: 
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Figure Section 8: 
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Figure Section 9: 
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Figure Section 10: 
 
 

 
 


